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We recall that a few years ago. when the Prov-
ince of Quebec was experiencing one of its periodical
racial and language obsessions. an attempt was made
by the provincial government to change the names
of st'Veral places with English names to French
(places with names that were steep<!d in history).
there was such a general public protest that the
government dropped the project and left the old his·
toric names as they had always been.
There may be places and occasions when common
sense and expediency would indicate the necessity
for a change. but our representative on the Nomen-
clature Board should be fully satisfied of the neces·
sity for the change. and the people most directly
concerned should be given an opportunity to express
their wishes before any of our place names are
changed.
Another matter that should be given careful
consideration is the naming of new settlements. Too
often the names of so-called VIP's (very important
persons) have been given to places who have. of them-
selves. done nothing to warrant such distinction. The
fact that a person holds a high office does not of itself
qU3lify him for a niche in the Hall of Fame. Only the
names of persons who have performed some out-
standin~ public service should ever be considered for
such distinction. and even then. it should be done
with care that the services rendered warrant such dis-
tinction.
Our place names are a valuable part of our heri·
tage and visitors from time to time have b«n eloquent
about their quaintness. and some have even gone so
far as to break into poetry about them as witness the
poem written by a distinguished colonel who visited
our shores and was so intrigued he wrote a poem
incorporating such picturesque names as the Annieop-
scotch mountains. etc.. in it. v..'e could give a list of
hundreds of such places that are unique. and many
of them have an interesting story connected with them.
For instance. there must be a story behind names such
t\S Seldom Come By, Come By Chance. Heart's Ease.
Heart's Delight. Deadman's Cove, and so on. It
would be a monumental task to gather them all. and
Mlme of them, no doubt. have been lost. but what fI
wealth of interesting history. both humourous and
tragic. is contained in them. But even if that' is not
done. w~ should guard against anyone in Ottawa or
elsewhere, who without either knowledge of their
historic value or the natural pride we take in them,
would change them to some prosaic name that would
destroy their unique character.
Our representative on the Nomenclature Board
and our Historical Society should keep a watchful
eye for any attempt to encroach u!JOn our rights in
this connection.
We reprint elsewhere in this issue a discussion of
this important subject by "Wayfarer" in the Daily
News.
Some time ago the writer in the Evening Tele-
gram who signs his artides "Scene Passing" wrote
concerning our historic sites. He informed us that
a bill had been passed at Ottawa establishing the
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada.
Actually the Board had been functioning for twelve
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Much has been written about the picturesque
names of places in Newfoundland and on several oc-
casions when place names have been arbitrarily
changed without notice by the Postal Department or
hy the railway only a comparatively weak and utterly
ineffectvie protest has been made to the authorities
concerned.
There is a Nomenclature Board. appointed by
the Federal government which has the last word to
say about such changes. and we hop<! there is a New-
foundland repre~ntative on that Board. and we
presume. that he is fully informed of any proposed
changes in place names in time for him to present
the matter to the people of Newfoundland so that
they may make representations for the preservation
of such names should they so desire.
In recent years (since Confederation) we under-
stand the postal authorities at Ottawa have arbitrarily
changed some place names, the sp<!cious reason given.
we are told. was "to facilitate the forwarding of mail":
but the people in those places managed to get their
mail for centuries before confederation with nothing
more than the ordinary grumbling about the poor
service.
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June. September, and December
L. W. Janes Editor and Publisher
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years under an Order-in-Council. The Board consists
of 12 members. one representative fro:n each province
with the Dominion Archivist and a representative of
the National Parks and Historic Sites Division. UndeT
the Act the Minister of Resources and Development
may, with Cabinet approval. establish historic mus-
eums and acquire any historic places or lands for
historic museums.
In another artcile on the same subject this writer
makes the statement" .. in so far as I can find, not
a single' one of the historic spots is marked and very
few of our citizens have the remotest idea where they
are. Men fought and died. forts were built and de-
stroyed, real history was made," says this writer.
"and we do not mark any of the spots that should
be almo~t national shrines."
ActuallY, there are a number of historic spots
that have been marked, and our representative on
the Historic Sites and Monuments Board. since Con-
federation, has been doing good work in a difficult
position. for this Board. has to deal with the historic
sites of every province in the Dominion. and of course
each is looking for its own particular sites or shrines
to be taken care of by the Board, and it must have
many calls and must judge between them as to the
ones that have the most merit. Then, too, we pre-
!>ume. the budget is probably a limited one and thl.lt
would have to be taken into consideTation.
But not only has our representative on that
Board been pressing the claims of Newfoundland. the
Newfoundland Historical Society has also been help-
ful to him and has i~lf done some notable work in
bringing to public attention the nt'ed for the preser-
vation of our historic sites and ~vt'n with its very
limited budget it is planning the preservation and res-
toration of some of these sites.
What is most requirt'd is the awakening and the
quickening of interest of our own people in the neces-
sity for preserving our historic sites. and unfortun-
ately. this matter has been neglected so long that
many of our people know little or nothing about
them. This magazine has had evidence of a widespread
and growing interest in this subject and we believe
that leadership and a campaign of publicity by our
Historical Society would create in the public mind
interest and a growing pride in and a demand that our
historic sites be preserved.
While we do not advocate the commercializing
of our historic sites we should not lo~ sight of the fact
that when properly marked and pre~rved they will
become a ddinite tourist attraction. One has only to
visit such places on the mainland of Canada and the
United States to be convinced of tourist interest in
such places. We publish in this issue a rerord of the
unveiling of a tablet marking old Fort William. A
start has been made to improve condtiions on Signal
Hill, and largely through the efforts of the Historical
Society the old building at Fort Amherst has been pre-
~rved from destruction and is to be restored. The
latter has Irest possibilities as a museum as well as
an historic site and would be a definite tourist attrac-
toin if means were provided for reaching it without
destroying the picturesqu~ fishing flakes and stages
lhat at present form the approach to it. But there are
also many places outside St. John's that have as great
a cl::um to fame as historical sites. The list of such
places is too long to include here. but they all have a
claim to consideration and now that a start has been
mnde we should follow it up with practcilll action.
PROfESSIONAL COURTESY
No finer spirit could be shown by a member of
the Fourth Estate to another than that expressed by
the «ttior of the Evening Telegram in an editorial
which ap~ared on Dec. 14. 1953 in regard to the
Newfoundland Quarterly. It said:
"The Telegram extends greetings to the
Newfoundland Quarterly whose fourth issue
of its 52nd volume has Just come orr the press
as a Christmas edition. Having for a time
suspended publication the Quarterly has re-
ap~ared under its new management. retain-
ing many of the features which won it great
popularity for over half a century and adding
to its contents others that enhance the
reader's interest. The Quarterly was always
notable for its historical contributions, bUl
for which. many important events of the
pAst would have been lost in oblivion. It is
gratifying to note that the new management
intends to continue to give space to thesc
records. In the Quarterly's revival, it has
got orr to a good start. and this pa~r wishes
it continued success."
We dCi'ply appreciate the remarks about the
Quarterly and the kindly good wishes in the editorial.
One of the outstanding characteristics of Journalism
in Newfoundland is the gracious way in which the
«Iitors give encouragement to every worthwhile
cultural activity. and it is with a feeling of humility
and a deep sense of responsibility that we of the
Quarterly will endeavour to keep the contents of this
publication on the high plane which its founder set
and maintained through the years.
THE ROYAL CANADIAN NA VY
The first Royal Canadian Navy Recruiting Office for
Newfoundland was opened in 81. John's in January of this
year, and Mayor Mews, who officially cut lhe ribbon open·
ing the office on Water Street, pointed out that by tra·
dillon Newfoundlanders arc seamen. They are the best
small boat men in the world, and their many years of
experience on the sea makes them eminently suitable to
enroll in the senior service.
The Navy is planning to send a Mobile Recruiting unit
I.ere in early summer. The unit will tour the island £rom
coast to coast, and its presence will emphasize the Navy's
desire to recruit Newfoundlanders, who are the best sea-
men in the world.
Recruiting is open to practically aU of the Navy's
branches (above fifty in number). ExceUent career oppor-
tunities are open to young men between the ages of 18 and
25 who ha\·e grade 8 education or better. The Nav)' is
illso recruiting )'oung men for training as apprentices in
the Engineering Artifices, Shipwright, ElectriCill Tech-
niCians, Air Artificers and Armourer branches.
There are also openings for those who can qualify as
orticers under the regul~r Officers' Training Plan. An
opportunity exists, too, for young men witl! Grade II edu·
calion to rommissions as Air Crew in the Naval Air Service.
The Recruiting Office also accepts applications for the
ROlal Canadian Navy Reserve, although normal recruiting
for the Reserve is still carried out by H.M.C.S. Cabot, in
Buckmaster's Field. Lieut. G. G. Leask, R.C.N. Recruiting
Officer for NeWfoundland, is in charge of the St. John':;
olfiee.
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The Significance of Old Fort William
BII r E, A JEFFREY
Editor of Thr EllrtlillO Trlrll'raon. 51 John'~
TWO HUNDRED and FORTY·SEVEN )'ears from the very da)", NO~'ember
30th, 1696, the !-rench took Fort William, pillaged 51. John's, look prisoners
and marched on to destroy man)" villages and settlements around Conceptlon
Bay, a Memorial Plaque, ercct~ by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board
of Canada to the memory of those da)'s in Newfoundland, wa!> unveiled by
Premier Joseph R. Smallwood in the entrance lobby of the Newfoundland
lIotel. which is built over the site of historic Fort William.
The president of the Newfound-
land Historical Society, Mr. Robert
Furlong, Q.C., introduced the premo
ier and asked him 10 unveil the
Memorial.
In speaking of future work of the
Board in Newfoundland, the Premo
ier ~aid that he was glad to learn
that places outside SI. John's will
also be marked, and he urged people
who have mementos and souvenirs
of the historic past of Newfoundland
to get in touch with the Newfound·
land Historical Socie')', and went on
to sa)' that it is most desirable that
these people present such sou venin
or mementos to the public for care-
ful preserntion at either Gosling
"Iemorial, GO\'ernment House, the
new Memorial Unhersity, or other
well known public institutions.
Mr Smallwood paid tribute to the
work of Mr. C. E. A. Jeffrey and said
that for him "this was a labour of
lo\·e."
Mr, Jeffrey thanked Mr. Smallwood
for coming to unveil the monument,
and stated thai there is still much
to be brought to light of the histor)"
of this ancienl colony. He then gave
lin address on th~ history of Fori
William, which was as follows:
Here in the stirring years of the
17th and 181h century has stood
Fort William. It was the scene on
~everal occasions of bloody conflicts
between the English and the Freneh
In view of the important part which
Fort William pla)'ed in the history
of the time, the Historic Sites and
Monuments Board of Canada decid·
ed that the place where it stood, here
\.here the Newfoundland Hotel now
stands, should be marked by the
erection of this tabiet which Hon.
Premh'r Smallwood has unveiled.
As early as 1679, representations
had been made by the Commissioners
for Foreign Plantations for the
fortifications of St. John's, the port
u..ed by thl.' convo)'s of fishing ships
oJf thl' West Country merchants who
feared interference b)" the ~-rench.
One captain offered to build the de·
fences at no expense, except a little
brllnd)" to Ih(' crew and settlers en-
gaged in the work. Fort William is
mentioned as newly conslructed in
1696. It was square with four bas·
tions, a pallisade ejght feet high, a
covered trench and drawbridge, a
tower mounting four guns. Subse·
quently was built Fort George, below
where Devon Row now stands, and
a tunnel conneeted the two.
Following John Cab'lt's discovery
of the New-Found·Land and his re-
ports of the fabulous wealth of its
waters, keen cumpetitors of the Eng·
lish fishermen .....ere Spanish, Portu·
guese and French crewJIO. Clashes be-
tween them .....ere frequent and add·
ing to the turbulence were sea·rov·
ers bent upon plunder of ships and
settlements. Thirty~e\'f'n years after
ClIbot's fin;t voya(te, Jacques Cartier,
a Frenchman made his landfall at
Bonavista Cape - n(,t by a«ident,
one may feel certain, since it had
been given out that Cabot's disco\'ery
was situated in latitude 481~ degrees
north, thus giving the course to be
taken b)" olher navigators sailing
westward.
Cartier in 1535 entered Ihe Gulf
of 51. Lawrence and made his way
up the Rivt'r 10 where Quebec now
slands. Seventy·three )"ears later
when France was planning an over·
seas empire in the New World, Sam·
uel de Champlain, who had prevo
iously attempted 10 form a settle·
ment at Port ROYill, Nova Scotia, laid
the foundations of Quebci::. from the
St. Lawrence settlements, Robert
Cavalier, Sieur de la Salle led an ex·
pedition in 1682 down the Mississippi
and formed a French settlement at
Its mouth, naming it Louisiana
In 1692, a !-'rench settlement was
fermed at Placentia, erecting strong
fortification'l, a church, COn\'ent,
school and residence. With the ob-
jed of acquiring the whole of New·
foundland, the .-rench dceided upon
the expulsion of the English. In the
summer of 1696, the .'rench made
two naval attack.<; on 51. John's.
They were repulsed. A highly
skilled French·Canadian 0 f fie e r,
Pierre Le Moyne D'Iberville, devised
another plan-an atlack b)" land.
With a strong force of Frenchmen
and Indians, he started from Placen-
tia on November lsI and reached
Ferryland in ten da)'s. A French
warship was at Rene.....s After a rest
of eleven days, D'Iberville proceeded
in boats to Bay Bulls and tbence set
out for St. John's. An armed party
01 settlers was encountered near
Petty Harbour and 36 .....ere killed
Another skirmi~h with 88 of the in-
hl'bitants of 51. John's occurred not
far from the position of Waterford
Bridge. 34 were slam. The others
fell back on the Fori, held b)' ci\'il-
i.lOs under one named Miners and
another, Roberts, for the garrison
had returned 10 England in the ships
cnnvoying the vessels with the sea·
sen's catch of fish.
Short of provisions and ammuni·
tion and crowded with terrified peo·
pIe, the Fort could offl'r little rl'-
sistance agaln~t D'iberville's well
equipped force of 400 troops. It held
out for two day~. Surrender took
place after a citiz.en named William
Dre....., the blood streaming from his
head from .....hich his scalp had been
torn, entered the Fort with thl' warn·
ing that unless they )'ielded at once,
all would suffer the same fate.
Disregarding the terms of ~urren­
der, made on that fateful day, thel
were ruthless in their treatment of
the settlers and in laying .....aste St
John's, .'ort William was reduced 10
ruins. The homes of the settlers were
pillaged and with other property,
including craft in the harbour, wert'
deslroyed by fire. Crammed aboard
a small vessel, several hundred of
the unfortunale people were senl
back to England; othl'rs, as prison·
ers, to france. Some, escaping to
nearby settlements, only delayed
falling into the enemy's hands for.
having laid waste 51. John's, d'iber-
\'ille set out with his forces to con·
duct a campaign of destruction
throughout Conception and Trinh)'
Ba)'s. The tale would take too lonlo:
tG be told in detail here. It is almo:;t
ir.conceh'able that it could have been
c~rried oul In wir.ter. I confine m)"
self to the names of places ~ here
the French committed their deprl'da·
tions; Portugal Cove, Torbal, Har-
bolur Main, Port de Graw, Bal de
Verde, Hants Harbour, SCilly CovC!,
Old Perlican, New Perlican, !Il'art's
Content. A famil) on Litlle Brigus
was by-passed and so was Harbour
Grace. Carbonear Island which haa
been pul in a state of dl'fence b)"
the settlers successfully resisted at-
tack, but after Heart's Content was
laken, detachments were sent oul 10
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burn Brigu~ and Harbour Grace and,
after terms were made-and after-
",ards jgno~d-wlth the Carbonear
dcfender~, Bell Island repelled the
iuvaders, it, too, was destro)'ed by
lire, Reaching Bay Bulls Arm at the
head of Trinity Ba)', O'lben'iIIe re-
turned to Placentia Ba)' by way of a
journey across the Isthmus of Avalon,
When Admiral Norris reached 51.
John's in the spr:n, of 1697 with a
neet, it was in ruins and deserted,
Following the Peace of Ryswick in
U.at )'ear, fort William was rebuilt
and the setllemel;t restored. It had
a respite for eight )'ears, Then Suber-
ease, french ,o'ernor of Placentia,
dedded to repeat D'Iberville's ex-
ploit. With a force of about 450. in-
cluding Indians, he started from Pia-
c('ntia on January l:ith, 1705, and
after plundering Bay Bulls and Petty
Harbour, advanced on 51. John's,
Fort William, in charge of Lt.
Moody, and Fort Frederick, across
the harbour, commanded b)' Lt. Lat-
htm. put up a stout resistance, and
Suberease resorted to terror tactics
by burning buildings and by allow,
ing his troops to subject the inhabi·
tants to fiendish atrocities, With the
cbject of exhausting the defenders'
supply of food, the women were
dri"en into the fort. That plan mis-
carried. The)' proved themseh'es to
1)(0 sturdy reinfon::ements. With a
demand to capitulate, Suben::ase sent
into the Fort an infant's body with
itr throat slashed-a warning to the
garrison of the fate which awaited
Ihem. The Fort refused to yield, and
after several weeks of lightin, the
French withdrew to FelT)'land which
was captured and plundered, An ex-
pedition led by 101artign)' crossed to
Holyrood, and from there ravaged
S£'t1lements in Conception and Trin,
it) Ba)'s-Carbonear again repelling
attacks-and the French w'Cnt on to
caplure Bonavista.
In 1708, the French from Placentia
under the command of 51. Ovide de
Brouillon again attacked 51, John's,
Either through the incapacill of the
eificer in charge or through treach-
ef)', within hall an hour Fort William
was in possession of the enemy. I
am holding here a letter in his own
handwriting addressed, "lola)' it
Please your Lordship,' and signed.
"From Your Lordship's most faithful
and Obedient servant for ever, Jno
Owens," who describes himself an
e)'e-witness to the surrender. This
valuable document, like others re-
lating to Newfoundland's historic
past, with its bright gleams of cour-
age and resolution e"er shining
tl!rough Ihe darkest days of disaster,
!>as come into the possession of Mr.
l\imshi Crewe, than whom there is
110 keener student of our history,
Ordered by the f'rench governor of
Placentia 10 destroy Fort William and
rHurn, de Brouillon look back with
him Major L1o}'d and some of the
garrison who were sent as prisoners
to "'ranee. In the follo.....ing )'ear,
Ccmmodore Ta)"lor aITh'ed in St.
John's, rebuilt Fort William and es-
tabli~hed defences on the north-east
coast as far as Bonavista.
For the next lilt)'-two )'ears., the
inhabitants enjo}'f"d a respite from
French aggression. B)' tbe Treaty of
t.:trecht in 1713, Newfoundland was
declared 10 belong of right wholly to
Bntain and the French were compell-
ed to evacuate Placentia,
During the Seven Years War,
1756-63, Newfoundland untroubled by
hostilities until the lear before they
tuminated, prospered, but unfortun-
atel)" the defenses were allowed to
fall into disrepair. Around the mid-
century. Fort William mounted seven
24 pounder~, six 18 pounders and ten
8 pounde~, Fort George, immediate-
I~ below, and Fort Frederick carried
similar armamenl. On June 24th, 1762,
a French fleet commanded by Ad-
miral De Ternay, carrying 700 troops
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under Count D'Haussonville, arrived
at Bay Bulls. D'Haussonville's forces
nlarched on SI. John's, reaching here
three days later, and the French
fleet entered the harbour. The town
was at once in hands.
Word of the capture was received
orr Cape Race by Captain Graves, on
his way here with a convoy to assume
the office of Governor. Having put
Ferryland and Placentia in a state
of defence, Captain Graves proceeded
1(\ Halifax in order to plan a cam-
paign against the invaders. Com·
manded by Colonel William Amherst,
troops consisting of the Royal SCots,
:Montgomery's Highlanders, Fraser's
IIighlanders and the Royal Americans,
with a fleet in charge of Lord Col-
ville, arrived off the Narrows on Sep-
tember 11. The harbour being strong-
ly held, it was decided to proceed to
Torbay where the forces were dis-
embarked. Twice in the march to-
wards St. John's French skirmishing
parties were encountered, but they
were dispersed. Arriving at the
eastern end of Quidi Vidi Lake on
the 13th, Amherst's troops came un·
der lire from the slopes of Signal
Hill, but the enemy was driven back.
The next day was spent in removing
obstructio:l from the Gut in order
10 enable artillery and supplies to be
landed. The attack was launched on
September 15th by a force under
Captain M'Donneli. The French in
the face of heavy fire gave way and
Ihe summit of Signal Hill was reach-
ed, but in leading the assault Cap-
tain M'Donnell was wounded and
Lieutenant Schuyler, as well as sev-
eral men, was killed. On the 16th,
Colonel Amherst directed a party
further to the westward with the ob·
ject of capturing, apparently, what
we know as Gibbett Hill. It was found
deserted. It afforded a commanding
position to bring his artillery to bear
upon Fort William and sweep the
surrounding country. The harbour
was found to be cmpty of ships, Ad-
miral Ternay, aware that Lord Col-
ville's fleet was lying in wait for him,
availed of thick weather to put to
sea and escape, but leaving D'Hau-
sonville to his fate. Dispatching to
the latter a demand for immediate
surrender, Colonel Amherst was in·
formed by Count D'Haussonville that
hf' was determined to resist until he
had no powder left. Replying to an-
other letter from the Count, Colonel
Amherst warned what the conse-
quences would be unless the enemy
at once capitulated. On the same day,
September 18. he yielded Fort Wil-
liam. The final terms were arranged
on the 20th. The prisoners taken in-
cluded six staff officers, thirty·two
others of commissioned rank, twenty-
seven sergeants, forty-five corporals,
forty sub-corporals, twelve drum-
mers, and five hundred and fifty-
three fusiliers. The British casualties
were 26 killed and 116 wounded.
Captain M'Donnell survived under
the sedulous care of a Mrs. Hodwood
of Quidi Vidi. Trinity and Carbonear
v,hich had been occupied by the
French were laken in the same
month.
This brings to a close Ihe bloody
struggle of the French for three-
quarters of a century to gain control
of Newfoundland. I have trespassed,
r am arraid, upon your valuable time
in relating facts with which most of
you are familiar. My only apology is
that in recalling once again the story
of Ihe adversity and sacrifices under-
gone by the settlcrs in the 17th and
18th centuries to retain possession
of their island home, and the heroism
and resolution they displayed, we
('annot but find, as other lands have
found, the incentive to apply without
stint our united efforts 19 further its
progress and prosperity.
At the conclusion of Mr. Jeffrey's
speech Mr. Arch Munn, treasurer of
Ihe Newfoundland Historical Society,
said that this is a commencement of
memorials to many historic sites
which has been long overdue. He
praised the work done by Mr. Jeffrey,
and referred to thc excellent histori·
cal records on Newfoundland made by
Archbishop Howley, Judge Prowse
and Dr. William Carson, whose name
has been given to the new ferry
which was recently launched to ply
between North Sydney and Port aux·
Rasques.
Representation has been made to
the Historic Sites and Monuments
Board of Cnnada that tablets mark-
ing W. E. Cormack's walk across
Newfoundland, be erected. It is pro-
posed thai one will be at the Milton
end or the new causeway to Random
I~land, and the other at 5t. George's,
..... here his walk ended.
C""DLP.
M.Y CRndle Ught. my candle light,
Oh !>ow I like my candle Ught
On Chrlotmas E~e becauoe It .hineo 10
bright.
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THE STORY OF BOWATER'S
By H. M. SPENCER LEWIN, C.B.E.,
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Manager. BoNaters Newfoundland
Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd.
tion, Associated Bowater Industries
Limited, has ~n established to
handle the production and develop·
ment of a wide range of packaging
malerials - cartons, drums, sacks,
bags and food wrappings, all shapes,
sizes and conditions. There are six
factories now in operation on these
products, sprl'ad o\·er the face of
England, and eaeh )ear sees both
the qualill and the range of packag·
109 equipment furthl'r developed.
Three further umts .complete the
ffia.nufacturing, field . In Bri~in; a
China Clay mme which supphes the
large quanllty uf filler that IS still
~~d i~i1Fi;I~~ntea':;';f~~~~h:r:::U:
board mill operating as an inde·
pendent unit in Eirt'.
The Bowater Corporation of North
America owns lw() major OlanufllC-
_PhOtO b,. Not",...
It M SPf,;;<;Ct:R U:WIS. C.B,(;
nce.PnA. .nd C_. M.......aer,
eo-..ter'. !<iC'Oo'foundl.... Pulp
noll P ....r M,ll•. Ud
Canada and the Umted States. In
addItion t .....o Scandlnav'ian ground·
wood :na'lufactur('fl'; \I ilh Ihree pulp
milIt<, became members of the organ·
lzatmn and feed their products to
tl'e home paper mills in England,
l\tanufacturing ;s confined to these
[our principal areas, but the organ·
iution has subsidiary companies in
Auslralia and South Africa. The total
basic manufacturing capacit}' of the
or~anization will shortly be in the
nelahborhood of one and one-quarter
millions 10:15 of pulp and paper an·
nuallr" excluding pulp produced for
Immediate con\"en<lons to paper
In En~land thert:' are four major
paper mills. Pap4'r has been made
on the same ground al Sittingbourne,
Kent, for over 200 }·ears, When taken
over br Bowater's it was largely a
newsprint mill, but now it has been
extensively moderni-red and re·
equipped for a va~iely of grades: a
new slraw pulp mIll provides fully·
bleached pulp for high grades of
coated paper, bankt<, bonds, and other
whites, while another section of the
diUiculfies pro\{'d 100 great for the
origmal owners, and in 1927 control
~as handed over to the International
Paper Companl, For ov"er ten leaT'S
'·I.P." owned the Corner Brook in·
ler~sts and the mill was steadily de·
n'loped and increased in productive
CllpaCII~'.
AlmO!>t t<lmultaneouslr vnth the
growth of Corner Brook, the Bowater
Organization had been de\'{'loping its
manufacturing units in England.
from. a small beginning, WIth a two·
mnchme mill ncar London in 1926,
it had grown, 11 years later, to be
the acknowlcdgedleader of the na·
tlon's newsprmt Industry. Largely
with a view to securing a guaranteed
source. of. raw materials, large scale
Inv'esllgatlOnr;.; were carried out ali to
the pos$ibility of acqulrina timber
limits in Newfoundland or Labrador,
and of constructing a suiphHe pulp
mill 10 feed the paper machmes in
England. The negotiations ended with
the purchase of the entire Corner
Brook operaUon and the establish·
ment of Boy,aler's Newfoundland
~~~~ra~~t p~re~9~~i.IISNUo~d~nl~hew~::;
the existing operations taken over as
~afi~~10~o~~~r~on~~~u~~fo~n~:a~ f~~~:
~cale .extl'nsion for the production of
f<:ulphlle pulp for exporl. The capacity
of the mill in 1938 wa~ lillie more
than 600 t('nli of nev.sprint ptr da~',
Not onl} has the ne~print capacity
now risen to nearl~' 1,000 tons per
ria~, but at the ~ame time a pulp
capscII}' lor export of ISO Ions has
been dev·eloped and some 85,000
('ord~ of wood arf' shipped annually
as a basic raw material to the Group's
groundwoo<! mi11 in tht:' south of
Enghmd.
Although only little more than a
quarter of a century has elapsed since
Bowater's first entered the manufac·
turing field, the name has been hon·
ored for se\'eral generatIons in the
paper indust!")'. As a markelinJi: and
merchanting compan}, Messrs. W. V.
Bowater and Sons was one of the
leadin~ companies in that field, and
operatmg from their London head·
quarters Ihe~' covered a wide field
of export territory in addition to the
home market. Newsprint has always
been a major interest and the first
manufacturmg unit, built in south·
ern England in 1928, was designed
te. feed the gre:lt and g:owing demands
of the national press in London A
~econd mill was built this time in
England's industrial Northwest, new
machines were added, and existing
companies absorbed into the organ'
ltatlon.
In spite of the site of Ihe orpniza·
tion toda~' il can be dl'scribed t<impl}
and bril'f1r. The main components
are now the Bowater Pap4'r Corpora·
tion, which operates in the United
Kingdom, and the Bowaler Corpora·
tion of North America, which COVl'rs
'-A:SSnT""T BOWATER
Pre.,,"'''' Bo"..a'rr'a /Ii,,""O\lIlod!and
1'''11' and Paper Milia, Ltd
It i.~ no\\ nearlv three )'cars since
the Pulp and Parer Mills at Corne.r
Brook celebrated their Silver JubI-
lee. The ~tory of the devclopmcJlt of
the paper industry on the West Coast
of Newfoundland goes back more
than 25 ~"earl!. At the end of the
Great War Grand Falls was already
a flourishing industrial ~entre under
the Anglo-Newfoundland De\'elop-
ment Company, but on ,the West
Coast the elemental PUrsUits of fish·
ing and light lumbering were all that
disturbed the quiet unbroken beauty
of the r;.hore line.
After detailed imeshgation of the
whole area, it wa~ finally decided to
proceed with the construction of a
major paper·making development at
Corner Brook, coupled With a power
development ~omewhat further in·
Ir,nd, Like Grand t'alls this great
\enture ~a~ based on British capital
~r:~s~heAr~~:~~1 \~C?~~~h ~~e~d
Compan~·, world nmowned In the
('ngineering fie I d. Development
.started at nnce, and by 1925 the
I:ydro-El{>(:tric Plant and the Paper
Mill were both complete, and the
lirst production of newsprint was
coming orr the machmes,
uperationally the mill was a suc·
Cl'SS from the r;.tarl, but financial
Bowalcr's Newfoundland Pulp and
Paper i\liIls arc now one of the larg-
est integrated units in the world's
paper making industT)" At the same
~~r~/~kI~ a~m~fi~t~~~ ~~rtt:: ~
water Or~anization. It is propose<! 10
give a brIef dfscriplion of these oper·
~tions and of the pla~ held in them
by the Corner Brook mills. a.nd also
10 trace briefly the (oundallons on
\\hich the present industry was built.
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turmng compames, ,one of Ihest' being
the Corner Brook lndus~ry and the
other a new filII which IS now under
construclion in ea.-;tern Tennessee.
Corner Brook, '" llh Ils capacity of
300,000 tons of ne",~print.and 45,
000 Ions of sulphite pulp, IS by far
the largest unit in the, whol,e 50-
'I"ater Orgamzation, and It IS mdeed
one of the larghl umts In the paper
industr} of the world. The new mill
thaI is bUilding in the United Slates
is designed for a capacii)- of 125,000
tons of newsprint and 00,000 Ions of
kraft sulphate pulp When this mill
is completed, the lotal Il.cwsprint
c..pacity of the organiUllion In North
America and that of the three news-
print milh in E:lgland will be rough-
ly eQl;lHI.
II IS nec( ~~arl to see the lal'out
of the Bu'-ater organization as a
whole in order to appreciale the im-
porlance of cHcll individual unit. By
Ihe time the TennC!sseC! mill has bC!C!n
completed the organization will be
10 a large extent self-supporting in
rllW materials, and in newsprint it
\\ill be able to meet in the most
(('()nomlcal manner poSSible the de-
mands of newspaper publishers O\'er
a considerable section of the English·
~peaking world.
In North America at present the
Corner Brook mill supplies news-
papers on the Great Lakes, down the
full length o( the eastern seaboard
from New York to Miami, the great
cities of the Gulf. and-through the
ports that serve this long coastline-
a large and increasing number of
publishers throughout the inland
portion or the easlern hal( of the
Unitcd States. The Tennessee mill
will take over a large part of the
soulh thllt is now served by Corner
Brook and will enable the latter mill
to meet the growing demands of the
remaining areas. In addition to the
t·nited States markt't Corner Brook
stlll supplies newsprint to the English
market and 10 the Dominions of Aus-
tralia, South Africa and New Zea·
land. although the bulk of the Bo·
waler supplies to thC!se export mar-
ets sUi! is made in the English mills.
On the raw materials side the Eng·
h"h mills tla\e already an assured
!'Curee of supply of sulphite from
Corner Brook, and of groundwood
from the two Swedish mills and [rom
the one mill in Norway, while the
bulk of the pulpwood required for
the English groundwood operation is
~upphed from thE' Company's limits
In Newfoundland. The introduction of
the TE'nnessee mill will provide sui.
phate pulp for the Brown mill in
England and through that to the
¥rowing range of converting planls
In the packaging field. In additionl~~de~s;nffo~S:P~sod~~~~~en:~te~ri
Pulpwood and straw are both recent
developments in this field, and yield
a valuable supplement to the bas.ic
~upplies rrom ov('rseas.
Each unit derivE'S considerable
bcnerils from its membership in the
Gro~p. Research and development
for Instance, gains both in experience
al!d in !Jlomentum f~om having so
WIde a {Ield of expepence on which
te draw. A separate company, Bo-
waters Development and Research
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WIH _of /'1;01 P....rM.., wlLl<:b .,.....t.prflb of 11.
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Limited, exists In England to carry
out the more Intricate and advanced
research both in the paper and
packaging fields. The mills in turn
have their own separate groups avail·
nble for the study of local problems
and oC special features in anr major
I(,ug range problems. And it IS there-
fore possible to obtain the optimum
results without any overlapping or
duplication of work.
The importance of the Corner
Brook development to the economy of
the Pro\'ince of Newfoundland can-
not be stressed too highly. The pulp
;md paper industry leads the national
econom)· of Canada both in the \'01-
ume of capital employed and in the
value of its exports: the relative im·
portance of the indust£)' in New-
foundland is even greater. Until the
construction of Grand Falls, fishing
was practically the only industry of
the Island, and even until the second
....orld war it remained the leading
industry in the Province. At the
present time the ul and paper In-
. h fishing
mining
t larger of
I and Falls
and Corner Brook together that one
must look when seeing the full in-
fluence of the indus.try, As the paper
il,dustry in the Province has ad\'a:lced
~~w~~e~~ ~::r:~l~s:\:: b~~illa;;
new industry been made the easier.
It is to be ho~ that the flow of new
industries Will both increase and
prosper, but it is on the basic indus-
try which derives from the Island's
~~rri~~soat~tsri~~I~h~u~~ed~~enS.ros-
There is little space in this articlt·
to give more than a brief description
of the Corner Brook installation and
manufacturing operations. The mill
itself is located on tidewater at the
head of the Humber Arm. This south,
ern branch of the Bay of Islands
leads to the west coast from the Gulf
o( St. Lawrence, and provides un·
l!mited depths of water more than
20 miles from the SoCa. The ~ituation
i:; a lovely one, with the waters of
the arm hemmed :n on both sides b)
the undulating Voooded hills and with
the precipitous gorges of the beauti·
ful Humber River leading away in·
land to the east. Access was formerl)'
:s ~;~o~nr;o~~ekm'wi~~thth~h~~~\I:n8J.
but good air services are now avail-
able to and from Stephenville air-
port, only 50 miles south of the mill,
along the Trans-Canada highway.
A major programme of develop-
ment is now in hand at the mill to
increase its producth-e capacit)' still
further, both b)· the installation of
new equipment and b)' the modern-
ization of the stock preparation and
blending s)"Stem to give increased
efficiene) of operation. The major
features of these developments are
the addition of a new digester, the
construction of a new screen room
for sulphite and a reorganization of
the groundwood stock and storage
system. In conjunction with the in·
crease in capaCity of the pulp and
paper mills, a new high pressure
boiler plant is being built, coupled
with a new steam turbine for elec·
trical generation. At present 1,000
tons of newsprint per day is nol un·
common. with 150 tons of baled sul-
phite in addition, but by the time
that these impro\'emen\s are com·
plete a steady production well in ad-
\'ance of these fiJures is foreseen,
All wood arrl\'mg al Ihe mill
.....hether by rail, boom or barge is
deU\·ered to the mill pond. From
there il passes up two jack·ladders
to a series of six 12' x 45' barking
drums, the whole installation tK>ing
able to handle up to 3,000 cords dail)'.
Sufficient capacit~' is available In
the three main wood piles for a win·
ter storage of 200,000 cords. All bark
is reclaimed as fuel and burned in
the boilers.
Included in the main wood room
are special conveyor arrangements
to enable a degree of wood selection
Ie be provided between the sulphite
and ground.....ood mills. Wood for
the suillhite mill passe~ through
three chIppers (2 ten·kmfe, and 1
twelve-knife), of \\hich normally t ....o
are in operation Simultaneously, From
there the chips are fed o\'er t....o
Summer chip ,,'~reens and pass by ruJ>.
ber belt conveyors over a weighto·
meter on their Wl'lY up to the main
chip lolt and the digesters.
With the new l!xtcnsion 10 the mill
lhere will be space for 10 digesters,
nlthough only one additional to the
present eight Is currently being in·
stalled. The capadt~' will then be
adequate to meet thl' normal maxi·
~dmfO~~li~: ofbos:,t:ne fi~ t~~~Ta'iil~·~
Bi::~~\;~l~t t~l' e~:a~ra~f:n a~r'h~
further digester will present little
difficulty when the time requires it.
~~~~VoS~~r:t~~oi:k;oa~ds~~mli: ~i
rivetted construction; dimensions aN"
17' 6" inside diameter and 51' 0" faCf
to face of nottles.
The acid plant is also in the pro
cess of modernization. Two 5' x 16
rotary sulphur burners, 5 Hamilton
melters, a molten sulphur storage
~~~~pm:~tdha~:Wbe:~I~~~~h;~:delr~n~
G. D. Jenssen & Company and re·
Clntly installed. The burners dis-
chargl' to separate combustion cham·
bers, coolers and towers: in fact,
from the molten sulphur tank on-
ward there are two complete and
i~~%~~'e n~i:ib~rn~em~i th~~ti~nn~
The system in the digester building
is the chemi-pulp hot acid supply
and reronry system, to which will
be added a pressure rero\'ery tower
Limestone is obtained £rom a local
quarry on the edge of the town,
The stock designed for baling is
given rigorous treatment in a modern
screen room. The stock is blown to
a tile lined blow chest and from there
pumped to two filter-washers in
series. From tliere it is treated in
Jensson knoUers and auxiliary flat
£creen knitters, down a six-line
riffler and thence through fine
screens to the thickeners.
The screening systf'm for the stock
to the paper mill has become some-
y, hat out-dated and the construction
c': a new S<'reE'n room for this stock
is one of the major items of the pres-
ent development programme. The
new system will be link~d closely
with the prescnt export system to givp
full flexibility for the interchange of
pulp at all stages between the two.
IndIvidual wooden blowpits are to
bl' replaced by two inter-connecled
blow tanks, new b1endinlO;: tanks are to
Ix> installed and a completely new
layout has bE:en design~d for washing,
coarse and flOe screl'mng, thickening
3nd blending.
With a daily groundwood pulp re-
quirement of some 900 tons, the
groundwood mill at Corner Brook
~s inevitably large and imposing in
Its scale. Twenty-five Warren con-
tinuous grinders flank either side of
a main avenue at the far end of
y,hich are a further four Waterous
hydraulic grinders. The latest ad-
dition to the mill was made six years
ago when eight Waterous super type
hydra~lic grinders were put into
operation,
The stock treatment follows tra·
ditional lines and calls for little
comment. Full recovery of fibre is
provided for by the treatment of
coarse rejects in Jeffre~ shredders,
'Which then join the taIlings from
the fine screens for treatment in a
battery of ten Haug refiners.
The original design of the mill
called for four 234" Walmsley rna·
chines, with a daily capacity of 100
tons each, and for a 120" wrapper
machine. These five machines are
still in operation, but by speeding
the large machine up to 1300 fpm from
their daily capacity has risen by
70%, and the wrapper machine has
been modernized and now is also
on newsprint at 1000 fpm. Undoubt-
edly one of the star aUractions in
the mill is the new No. 7 machine,
which was b~ilt and installed by
Dominion Engineering Company in
1948. This m3chine, which has a
284" wire, was designed for 1750
fpm, allhough it was mechanically
balanced for speeds up to 2000 rpm.
Recent experience of speeds between
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1700 and 1750 fpm has proved that
the machine. runs stE'adily and effie·
iently at thIS speed and present
effCfrts are aim~d at maintaining its
efficiency at thiS high level. Main
flo'atures on this machine are the
great si7.e of the Van de Carr slice
and traditional open head box, the
54" suction roll, and the twin calen-
der stacks. The output of the ma-
chine is such that two winders, both
by the Cameron Machine Company,
are required to match its production.
The sulphite pulp dryer has a
fourdrinier wet end, followed by a
Flakt dryer with 13 passes. The fin·
ishing equipment for both newsprint
and sulphite lies immediately at the
ends uf the machines with automatic
conveyors to carry the finished pro-
ducts into the warehouses.
The deciding factor in locating
the mill at Corner Brook was to
SE'cure a tidewater site within easy
reach of a good hydro-electric de·
velopment. The largest watershed in
the Province is concentrated on
Grand Lake and the power develop-
ment was based on the fall between
Grand Lake and the head of Deer
Lake, which is some 30 miles from
the mill. The waters of Grand Lake
were raised by the construction of
Main Dam at the outlet to Junction
Hrook, and a canal was built to
carry the water to. the Forebay
above the power statIOn at Deer
Lake. The total station load is 150,-
000 h.p. (112,000 K W) generated in 7
horizontal 14,000 h p units and in two
vertical 29,000 h P units. In addition
te. supplying the mill requirements,
this station also is the source Of
power for the Buchans Mining Com·
pany, some 50 miles away in the
centre of the Island, for the Cement
and Gypsum Plants ~ear Corner
Brook, and for the utility system in
the Humber area.
In the original design of the mill
the bulk of the power generated WliS
used to raise steam in thc electric
IJ
hoilers, but the increase in mill pro-
duction has so increased the demand
for motive power that normally
little hydro power is now able to be
used for steam generation. Power
development from the existing water-
shed normally absorbs the full run-
off that is available.
With the reduced load available
for the electric boilers when No. 7
machine was installed in 1949, a con·
siderable expansion of the steam
plant became necessary. Five Foster
'\'heeler boilers carry the steam
load at present, two of 90,000 Ibs and
three of 110,000 Ibs capacity, while
as has been stated earHer a new
high pressure boiler is now in the
course of construction. All are de·
signed for ~il burning, the oil being
delivered dlr~t in ocean·going tank-
ers to the mill wharf.
All mill products from Corner
Brook have to be delivered by sea
~nd the handling of the large tonna~e
mvolves a major operation. The mIll
docks are half a mile long and allow
four large ocean-going freighters to
tie up simullaneously; and. port fa-
cilities would be ideal were It not for
the fact that the southward movement
of ice in the Gull of 51. Lawrence
r.ormally closes the port to shipping
for one or two months each year. Of
recent years it would seem that the
ice is getting less intense, and for the
port to stay open throughout the win·
ter is no longer uncommon. In spite
of this, extensive provisions have to
be made against thc likelihood of
closure. To give full opportunity for
storage during such periods, three
large warehouses are available with
a total capacity of 60,000 tons, and
further provision is made in a
covered car loading bay for handling
up to 1,000 tons per day by rail to the
ice·free port of Port aux Basques.
The availability of this ice-free outlet
is a sure guarantee that the require-
ments of customers everywhere can
be met irrespective of ice conditions.
TilE l'RWE 01' "OWA.T)!;R'S _Plloto by ColllI. G. Slewart
'I'h" Dry End of No. 7 New.prlot Mad.l"", or the end from whkh Ihe paper emersel rell.dy for wrapplnll II.nd IlIh,menl. 'IlIiI mll.rhlne
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Before the war the Company owned
two 6,ooo-ton vessels specially de-
signed. for newsprint cargoes and for
operation in ice. One of these, how·
ever, was sunk on wartime duty in
North Atl:lOtle, and hcr surviving
sister the ·'Corner Brook'· has carried
the burden alone since that time. To
carry the large rcgular tonnage to
the major customers in the United
States, additional vessels run norm·
ally on long charters, while export
deliveries arc made either in spccial
charters or as part cargoes in freight
liners.
The "Corner Brook" has been sail-
ing for 27 years, including 67 war-
time crossinj!s of the Atlantic. She is
still an excellent and efficient vessel,
but in view of her age, she is shortly
to be replaced by two new vessels
~b~o~l:de:I~~[hei~xt~~t~~x~oy':a~~i~o<th
these vessels are to incorporate every
known device for the efficient car·
riage of newsprint which have been
developed through many years of ex-
perience, and it is expeeted that the.y
will be outstanding models of theIr
type.
The annual cut required both to
support the Corner Brook mill and
to provide wood for export to the
organiUltion'll ground wood mill in
England is in the neighborhood of
600,000 cords. This is a large reo
<luirement, but it can be met and
maintained permanently off the ex·
;~ting limits of the Company in New-
foundland.
The limits cover an area of 11,000
square miles with some two and one-
half million acres of growi.ng forest,
all of which is within 200 mIles of the
mill. At the present time the longest
route to the mill is by sea from Baie
Verte, 345 miles. Part of these limits
nre freehold property while the re-
mainder is held on a. gg·year lel.lse.
Operation is deeent~ahzed to districts
to a large extent, With a headquarters
organization at Corner Brook to co-
ordinate the work and to carry oul
long term planning. To assist in these
plans .full surveys have been made
by aerIal photograph.
The largest and most accessible of
the woods operations are cenlred on
the watershed of Grand Lake and
the Humber River. This River emp-
ties to tidal water close 10 the mill,
and the wood can therefore be driven
and towed for the full distance.
From the Humber watershed there
is a route, while from the Grand
Lake area the wood crosses 10 the
main river by .mean~ of Ihe nine-
mile canal which was constructed
for the ")'dro·Electrie development.
Over recent )'ears an increasing
cordage has been moved to the mill
by rail. During the war )ears the
bundling system for transporting
logs on flat e[lrs was perfected and
used in Ihe areas accessible by rail
to the southwest of the mill. Since
the war a further operation based
on the railway has been opened up
in the Gander watershed. Similar
methods are used from this point. In
order to reduce the length of rail
hul, and to save congestion at the
mill while the barge wood is coming
in, this wood is discharged into the
Humber Canal, to float down to the
mill later on in the fall, after the
weather precludes navigation by sea.
The third major means of trans-
l?ortation is by sea from the outlying
IJmits on the north and south coasts.
~~~~d ~~l It::;e ;a~es,i~actt of';~i~~
holds some 2,000 cords and which
are towed by ocean·going tugs through
the coastal waters. No wood has been
transported by self-propelling ships
since the barge operation started four
years ago. Full use is made of special
pulpwood grapples for loading and
discharging to speed these operations.
The wood destined for export to
England comes from the northeast
coastal areas which are of course the
elo~est of access for Atlantic voyages.
Ships of 3,000 to 3,500·ton capacity
nrc used for this movement, and a
steady flow is maintained throughout
the summer months.
Wood species vary considerably in
the various areas which feed the
mill. In the Grand Lake and Humber
\\'atersh~ds a good percentage of
spruce IS normally found up to 40%,
while the growth in the northern
peninsula nnd south coast areas is
predominantly fir. Adequate selec-
tion of wood at the mill enables
t1;cse supplies to be used to the
bl'Sl advantage.
Reforestation is natural through·
out the Island, and it hnstherefore
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r:ot been necessary to resort to large
scale planting as is required in many
other places. Long term planning is,
however, essential in order to main·
t~in a proper balance between wood
that is easy or access and that which
is more remote, and to ensure that
the proper balance is maintained not
only over the next few years but
also over coming decades. The ful·
lest co-operation is maintained with
the forestry officials of the Anglo·
Newfoundland Development Com·
pany and also with the Provincial
~c~r:~~;~e~~. th~n ~~~fo~~~~:~~ i~:
est Protection Association) comprised
of the two paper compames and the
Government, are an outstanding
example in theIr efforts to reduce
losses by fire and disease.
Finally, no description of the Cor· no sign of loss of momentum in the
ncr Brook industry would be com· snowball. The tourist industry in the
plete without relerenee to the vast summertime increases as more and
strides that are .being made in local more people learn of the beauty and
development, qUIte al?art from the sporting facilities of this area that is
development of the mill itself. Even now so easy of access, and the popu·
at a time of such burgeoning expan- lation grows with each stage of de·
sion acros.s the face of Canada as velopment. Thirty years ago Corner
a whole. the Humber area of Western Brook consisted of a saw mill and a
Newfoundland stands out in the fore- few houses sitting precariously on the
front of buoyant development. Indus· edge of the water. Now the great mills
tries that started out in a small way are the centre of a busy communily
to service the mill and the commun· of some 20,000 people living in four
ity, such as ~umbering and foundries, towns spread along eight miles of
have grown Into large individual con· waterfront and thrusting steadily
cerns. At the .~ame time new indus· further in depth with each year. The
tries-canning, fish processing, ceo future holds great prospects for this
ment and gypsum board manulac- once remote c(\rner, and it is on the
~~~~ng;;:a;fan~~;et:t~~ri1dev~~~~ rock of continued prosperity in the
ment. All this reflects on community paper industry that this future is
life, and at the present time there is founded.
Boundary Adjustments
St. Lawrence
in the
Region
Gulf of
By Prof. N. L. Nicholson, Ph.D.. F R.G.S.
Lecturer in Geography at Carleton College, Ottawa
The boundaries of what are now the major internal
political division~ of Canada have undergone many changes
sillce the early days of white settlement in this country.
This is well illustrated in the lands which border the Gulf
of 51. Lawrence-"Les Pays du Golfe," where the changes
resulted from adjustments to various geographic factors
which were significant from the time of Cabot's voyages
in 1497·98 to 1825.
Prior to 1763, however, the boundaries had not reach-
ed the stage of precision. Nevertheless, three general
areas of jurisdiction had become established. The estuary
of the St. Lawrence was primarily under French control;
the island of Newloundland and the adjoining coasts of
the mainland primarily under British control and the
southern shores of the Gulf of 51. Lawrence were subject
to fluctuations in control between the British and the
French depending upon the fortunes of war. Partly be-
cause of th's, partly in spite of it, each area emerged as
a unit with certain characteristics of its own which were
different from those of the others.
The war wh!ch terminated with the Treaty of Paris
in 1763 has often been called ''The War of the Boundary
Lines," for, as it resulted in the definite withdrawal of
France from North Aml'rica, with the exception of the
islands of 51. Pierre and Miquelon, large expanse of ter·
ritory passed from her to other European powers. Among
other things, Great Britain gained undisputed control of
all that part of the Canada of today which borders the
Gulf of St. Lawrence.
1763·1769
Having acquired so much new territory, it then be·
came necessary for Britain to prOVide the machinery by
"'hich it could be governed. In the Gulf of St. Lawrence
region, the general political divisions which had existed
prior to 1763 were retained but their boundaries were
more precisely delimited. By Royal Proclamation, what
had been the Canada of France became the Quebec of
Britain, and its boundaries were described as follows:
"Bounded on the Labrador coast by the River St.
John l , and from thence by a line drawn from the head
of that river, through the Lake St. John, to the south
end of the Lake Nipissing2; from whence the said line.
crossing the River SI. Lawrence, and the Lake
Champlain in forty·five degrees of north latitUde,
passes along the High Lands which divide the Rh'ers
that empty themselves into the said River 51. Law·
renee from those which fall into the Sea; and also
along the north coast of the Baye des Chaleurs, and
the coast of the Gulph of St. Lawrence to Cape Rog·
iers, and from thence cros.sing the mouth of the River
SI. Lawrence by the west end of the Island of Anti·
costi, terminates at the aforesaid River of SI. John"3
The primary purpose of these boundaries was to in·
clude in Quebec those areas which had been colonized by
the French or were intimately connected with the economy
of their colonies in the lower SI. Lawrence.
The same proclamation assigned to Newfoundland
the "coast" of North America from
"the entrance 01 Hudson's Straits to the River SI.
John's, which discharges itself into the sea, nearly
opposite the west end of the Island of Anticosti, in·
c1uding that Island, with any other small islands on
the said coast of Labrador, and :llso the Islands of
Madelaine in the Gulf of St. Lawrence."
The purpose of this was to enable the fishermen of the
island of Newfoundland to extend their cod fishing opera·
tions to the coast of Labrador and the adjacent islands.
The western boundary was fixed at the 51. Jean River
with the belief that the French Canadians had no settle-
ments east of it4.
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton island, with
lesser islands adjacent thereto, were annexed to the gov-
ernment of Nova Scotia. The boundaries of Nova Scotia
were set forth in greater detail in the commission to
Montague Wilmot as governor of the province, of the
same year as follows:
1. The p ....sent Rivle.... 51. Jun
2. The presenl Lake Nlpla.ln,.
3. Quoted in Sla.u.., Doeumen', and ralleto
1· ...>Vlnt. or Onlorlo. II. 25.
4. Short. A.. ond Dou,hly. A. G.: Doeumenl. Relatln, to lhe
(.·'OIloUluliond III'tory 01 Canada. 17S!H791, 1912. p. SU.
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"Our Province of Nova SCotia, and which we
ha"e thou.'.(ht better to restrain and comprise within
the following Iimit.r;, HZ.: To the northward our said
Pro,'ince ,hall be bounded by the southern boundar)'
of our Pro,·ince of Quebec, as far as the western ex·
tremity of the Bay des Chaleurs. to the eastward b}'
the said Ba} and the Gulf of S1. Lawrence to the Cape
or Promontory called Cape Breton in the Island of
Ihat name including that Island. the Island of SI.
John's', and all other islands within six leagues of the
coast. to the southward by the Atlantic Ocean from
thf' said Cape to Cape sable including all other is-
lands within forty leai!ues of the roast. w-ith all lJIe
rights, members and appurtenances whatever there·
unto belonging and 10 the westwartl .. although our
said Province has anciently extended and does of
right extend as far as the Rin'r Pentagoet or Penob-
!<COt, .t shall be bounded by a line drawn from Cape
sable across the entrance of the Ba~· of F"undy to the
mouth of the Rher St. Croix. by the said Rinr to its
source, and b)· a line drawn due north from thence
to the southern boundar) of our Colony of Quebec".
The reasons (or this unification of the Maritimes
were chiefl)· to consolidate Great Britain's claims to the
:lrea. The portion which was later 10 become New Bruns·
wick had bet'n claimed by Britain as a legal and integral
part of Nova &otia for half a century, although ch'U go,··
ernment W8!l not established there. But with Ihe with-
drawal of the French force~. the way wal' open for the
Go,'ernment of No'·a Srotia to exercise effecth'e authority
over it (or the fif!;1 time. Prince Edward Island and Cape
Breton island. whieh had been expressl~ granted to France
in 1713. now had to be provided with new go'·ernment.
Thus the annexation of these three areas to Nova SColia
was not onl) the best but almost the /)nl)" solution3 at the
time. II Will' not a union of colonies but merely an exten-
sion of th(' t('rrilorial jurisdiction of the Governor of
Novn SCotia4.
The withdrawal of the French military forces from
Prince Edward lslund coupled with the expulsion of the
Acadillns. which had occurrerl in 1758, had left the island
almost deserted. In order to oegin to recolonize this ter·
ritory, the British Government sent a surveyor there in
1764. At that time. only thirty families were living on the
island Hnd then in an extremely poor condition. After the
survey, the land was granted to absentee proprietors in
England and by t767, the whole of the island had been
disposed of in this manner. However, no sooner had the
landlords received their grants from the Governor of
Nova SCotia than they felt the necessil)' for a capital seat
within their own territorys. They petiUoned the Crown for
the complete political separation of their island from
the mainland stressing the inCQnvenience of having to
refer all judicial and legal matters to Halifax. At the best
of timn the journey to Halifax was tedious and expensive
and during the winter months it was impracticable be-
caUl'e of ice in Northumberland Strail. The)' also pointed
out that the ""ninsula of Nova Srotia, with settlement
proj~ts of its own, could hardly be expected to gh'e ener·
getic support to immigration schemes for the island and
, TW _Will Pn..... Edw.rd lalaDd
2. J.uol .e..n __ I.... Soone,. De I1... <of I....
_ , "1..--. 110. t:.lIe<l lIe.leo .... c I u..- lJooo",.
.. I lie. C""" .I.n .. ~ 84. La...--••"n. w~on. Gevem
_ ..I Pri...... OIlw, 1_.,.:rnI
3 SIlon .... Dou&tU,.lbi4..plU.
t. Wllitela". W. ,.: ""'" ) •• rltim.,••"'" Caaada before e-.
I_nl_, T".-lO. Oxfont Ual~"'I)' P.... ltot, p. 4'-G.
5 )C.epltaU.A""'....·"""'H1ADo"oI~Ed..-ardl..aDdd
r II. " Iooeu. ""1. XIII. 1tl3" :JO-:Mt
tre)" could hardly have been unmindful of the risk to
their own proprietory rights involved in prolonged CQn·
Irol by the Halifax legislature with its New England tra·
ditions of liberalism l. The island was therefore separated
from Nova SCotia in 1769.
1769-1774
Political subdivision remained in this stale until 1774
when the Quebec Act was passed. The main reasons for
this act stemmed from events and circumstances mainly
concerned with the areas outside the Gulf of S1. Lawrence
region. But the inten'al of time between tbe Royal Pro-
clamation of 1763 and 1774 had shown that the French
Canadians had a variety of claims upon the Coast of Lab-
rador between the St. Jean River and the Strait of Belle
ble. It wa discovered that a cod fishery was impracticable
orr the greater part of the coast and that it could only be
used for ..that spedes of sedentary .seal fishery which is
ir. ib nature inconsistent with the Regulations of the
Fishery at Newfoundland''!. Consequently when the Gov·
cmor of Ne.....foundland issued a regulation in 1765 for-
bidding the sedentar)· fi.r;hermen of Quebec to fish on the
Coast of Labrador they protested and the Lords of Trade
in London proposed in 1i72, that the .section of the Labra·
dor Coast bet ....een the Ri..-er St. Jean and the Anse des
Espagnols3 should be restored to Quebec. Ultimatel)',
however, il .....as decided that this partition .....ould be in-
adequate to proted the interests of the Quebec fishermen
and the whole of Labrador was transferred to lJIeir
Provincet •
1774-1784
The American revolution caused as great boundar)'
uphea"al in North America as had the 5e"en Years War.
The internal consequences were all due to the fact that at
the close of the Revolutionary War, there was a mass
migration from the United States of America into what
remained of British North America. Naturally, these im·
migrants took up lands in those areas which had hitherto
bc-en unseliled.
In Nova SCotia, these lands were mainly in the St. John
valley and along the north shore of the Bay of Fundy
and it was to these areas that most of the Loyalists went
in Eastern Canada. This sudden ndvent of thousands of
migrants, many of whom were destitute, crealed judicial
and administrative problems with which the Government
in Halifax was unable to deal in a completely adequate
fashion. The most pressing problems from their point of
view were those nearest to them which were due to the
migration to various parts of their peninsula territor)'.
The apparent neglect by the authorities in Halifax of the
non·peninsula territory and the delays in {he issue of land
patents only accentuated the inconvenience which had
been felt before the Loyalist influx, due to the inaccessi·
bility of the remoter parts of the province to courts and
land offices and the lack of an adequate voice in the
as.sembl~. Consequently, in 1874 .sew B:-unswiek was es-
tllblished as a separate colony, the division being made
from Cumberland Arm of the Bay of Fund~' across the
Chignedo Isthmus to Baie Verte.
This boundary had been foreshadowed during the
period of Sir William Alexander's grant in the se~'enteenth
('entury when he divided his New &otland into the Pro....
ir.ces of Alexandria and Caledonia across the isthmus'.
I. Wltl"'.", a,. etl.• P. t3-M.
2. Sborll ..IldDouPIY..... ell.. '$t2.
3. s--tl ."'" Daul!ll)', p. 511
t. A ....__ UIIIICt bul al_ u....,applied 10 .. ~.tare I..
lbe.-klatU-ofu..,...IItBIuo,>S.bloa.
5.lII-lIlte'...,op.e-Il .. p.oU
I. G.~. W.... , "A __plt .. the £voI..~ ul Iile
_ .... of Ne.. Bnll ,...··, P ...._~I .... T ......et..... u..-
.a, •• Ilao:lel, <of C 2M. Ser.• VOl. VII. Ser II. '''I. lIP. ,••"
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It was also tacitly recognized as a dividing line between
the territl'ries of the French and British during the time
when the limits of Acadia .....ere under discussion prior to
1735. If a division had to be made, this was the most ob·
vious place to make it. The boundary passed partly through
wilderness land and was only some 14 miles long. Nova
Scotia ho~ever rai~ se\'eral objections to it at the lime,
partly because some of its pre-partition settlers bad been
left on the New Brunswick side. But no major changes
in the boundary of 17M were ever made. Howe\'er, as
strong a motive for this dedsion was the "divide and
rule" policy of the British authorities, With the experi·
ence of the American revolution fresh in their minds.,
they took the view that small, separate colonies .....ould
show less independence than large ones. Indeed, the
British Go\'ernmcnt must h3\'e been particularly satisfied
at seeing a separate Lo)'alist GO\'ernmenl erected between
th New England states and peninsula No\'a Scotia whose
conduct during the revolution had been "under consider-
able suspicion"l. This was hardly surprising as, on the
eve of the Revolution, more than half the populalion 01
Nova Scotia was classified as American. The British Under
Secretary or Stale for the Colomes had even suggested
the creation of another province between New Brunswick
and Maine2,
Shortly arter the crealion of New Brunswick, a con-
troversy came to a head regarding its northern boundary
with Quebec, As already s:tated, in 1763 this boundary had
been described as the watershed between the rivers which
drainEd into the SI. Lawrence and those which drained
into the sea, This meant that the seigniory or Madawaska
and part of Temiscouata, which were south of the water-
~helf, ~hould have gone to New Brunswick. But Quebec
had b£en exercising some jurisdiction over these areas for
many yeaTS e\'en prior to 1763.
But at this time, the International Boundary' between
British and American te!'Titor)"
was in dispute and it was quite ap-
parent to the authorities that if
the northern watershed were fixed
as the boundary between New
Brunswick and Quebec then so
must be the Quebec-United States
boundary, In these circumstances,
neither New Brunswick or Quebec
would gain Temiscouata and Mada·
waska, These areas would go to
the United States, Quite apart
from the loss of this territory
per se, it would also have meant
that the Maritime Provinces with
the other British wlonies, would
be sacrificed. In those days, when
the rivers were the only highways,
the 51. John and Madawaska ri\"o
ers aHorded the only practical link
between Quebec and Halifax. In
summer it was shorter, safer and
cheaper than the sea route to the
St. Lawrence and in winter it was
the only possible route.
The controversy continued for
many years and was not finally
settled until 1851 when an Im-
perial Act of Parliament detailed
the course of the boundary. As a
result, however, Madawaska an:!
Lake Temiscouata remained part
of Quebec in keeping with the
original purpose of setting up ;J
separate government for that
province in 1763.
The relative movement of
population to Cape Breton Island
dter the American Revolution
was slight. Following the peace of
1763, no grants of land were made
on the island in order to pre\'ent
monopolies and to encourage the
fisheries, as the French had done
Licences to occupy fishing lots
were issued but no other legal
title. This situation continued, at
first, to apply to Lo}'alists after
the American Re\'olution. They
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What Some People
INSIST
On Doing.
There are people this very minute who
haven't the sli~htest notion of buying Fire
Insurance on their property. But ... if
the)' were to experience a fire today, they
would hasten soon after the smoke clear·
cd to lIIsure against loss by fire.
Of course, it's better late than never-that
is, IF you're not TOO LATE.
DONT YOU
Put the eart before the horse.
See us before the fire.
•
Steers
INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD,
could obtain {rce grants and other allowances in the rest
of Nova Scotia but not in Cape Brel'm Island. Consequcntly
not in Cape Breton Island. Consequently many oC the ncw
settlers thcrc Collowed the majority of the older inhabi-
tants in the exploitation oC the fishenes. Thc question oC
land surveys and title deeds was thereCore oC less concern
to them at this time I. Nevertheless, Cape Breton Island
was separated from Nova Scolia at the same time as New
Brunswick.
But this separation was regarded as a temporary ex
pcdient having as its basis the fact that unique and
peculiar conditions prevailed on the island. It was intend-
ed to be reserved as a headquarters for Ihe fisheries and
lor the working of the mines. As no absolute titles to land
were allowed, thc inhabitants were not freeholders or
electors awl could not send representaliv('~ to a constitu.
tional assembly. Consequently, special legislation had to
be allowed Cor Cape Breton2.
1784-1809
For the next quarter oC a century comparative calm
settled down on the political map oC the Gulf of St. Law-
I"l;'flC(' region. There were two name changes in this period.
He SI. Jean was renamed Prince Edward Island in 1798
and Quebec became Lowcr Canada as a result of the Con.
slitutional Act in 1791. However, when the next major
change did occur, in 1809, it also stemmed fundamentally
Crom thc American Revolution.
The people oC New England regarded the North At-
lantic fishcries as vital to their prosperity and their fisher-
men had been accustomed, as British subjects, to conduct-
ing their operations oce the Coast oC Labrador and the
Island of Newfoundland. By the treaty oC 1783 they re-
tained this right but were Cor])idden to dry or cure fi,sh
on the island. Drying and curing were, however, permit.
ted in "any of the unsettled Bays, Harbours and Creeks"
of the then Nova Scotia, Magdalen Islands and Labrador,
"so long as the same shall remain unsettled"J. As far as
Labrador and the coasts of the SI. Lawrence estuary were
concerned, this added 10 the problems oC Ihe Government
of Quebec under whose jurisdiction they had bcen since
1774. Indeed, it was said that there was "no government on
the coast"4 oC Labrador, while by 1790 in the Bay de
Chaleurs area there were "many inconvenit.'nces prejudicial
to the due management" oC the fisheries "from want of a
regular and competent Government"5. The latter was
partly accounted for by the lack oC a precisely described
southern boundary for Quebec in the Quebec Act of 1774
and attcntion was given to this problem prior to the Con-
stitutional Act oC 1791. It was even suggested that the
fishing settlements in Gaspe might, with advantage, be
annexed to New Brunswick, particularly in view of its
distance from Quebec City6. But in spite of the distance,
Gaspe was easier to reach from Quebec than Saint John
and its commercial ties with Quebec were a.Jso much
stronger7. A similar situation existed with the Magdalen
Islands for in 1809 they were confirmed as being under
Quebec jurisdiction by the Newfoundland Act. This act,
howeVl'r, transferred to NewCoundland the Coast of Lab.
rador from the River 51. Jean to Hudson Strait, Anticosti
Island and all other smaller island.~ which had been an.
nexed to it by the Royal Proclamation oC 17638.
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1. Whitelaw. op. ell .• p. 47
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In 1820, Cape Breton "'land IH'S reannexed to Nova
SCotia
A survey of the island, for colonization purposes, had
bKn complett'd by this time and granls of land had been
permitted since 1784 Gradually, therefore, through im-
migration and ~ettlemenl, the numbers of inhabitant-.
('ntilled to \'ote increa»ed so thai by 1820, the situation of
1783 no longer existed and there remained no reason why'
..ny' special legislation should take ('ffect in the islandl.
1820-1825
The te,rilorial adJuslm 'nl uf 1809 slill did nOI
atisfy the fishermen of Lo....-er Canada and Iheir complaints
""ere aggravated by such acls a.s the Judicature Act of 1824
y,hich empowered the Gon'rnor of Newfoundland to insti-
tute courts which administered laws with which Ihey wen'
unfamiliar. EVl;;nlually a cornpromi~(' was reached and the
British North America (Seignorial mghts) Act was passed
in 1825, It enacted that
"SO mueh of the said coast as lies to the westward
of a line 10 he drawn due n('rth and south from the bay
or harbour of Ance Sablon2, inclusive, as far as the
fifly second degree of north latitude, with the island
of Anticosti and all other islands adjacent to such part
as last aforesaid of the coasl of Labrador, ~hall be.
and the same are hereby re·annexed 10 and made a
pari of the said province of Lower Canada"3.
From 1825 until 1867 no further politiral changes took
place. With Confederalion whal had been Lo....-er Canada
frum 1791 10 IMO became Quebec.- and, with New Bruns·
wick, Nova SCotia, and I'rinc{' Edward 1~land, in turn
f,.rmld part of lhe Confederation of Canada. In 1949,
\·.hen Newfoundland also become part of Canada, the
houndar)' situation was essentially Ihe same as it was in
1825-four provinces under one Crown, but by this time
the Crown of Canada Thus the present day politieal
boundaries in the Gulf of St, Lawrence region are basically
a result of the geography of the pa~t. The division of the
Nova SColia of 1763 and ils partial reconsolidation, and
the fluctuating western boundary of the area under New·
foundland's administration wl!re all respon~es to the times.
Some of theSe geo~raphical conditions have persisted to the
rrestnt da~'. But many no longer have thl" force they did
125 yt'ars ago. Instead other ileogr:lphie factors have come
into prom;ncnce particularly the spatial setting of the land
about the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Whil" the political
boundaries have bl.'come entrl.'nched in Ihr conduct of the
;,ffairs of the region. their existence ha~ taken on new
meaning. For with the changing geo.1'raphy the people have
adjusted these new condilion~, and themselves, to the old
boundaries rather than endea\'our to readjusl the political
boundaries to meet modern circumstance",
I Gow. br. <'It
2. 'nw p nt hie 81-11"", Sabaon
2 ...~ _ .....r Dl....l~ DM._~..... Vol. I. P 21t-12
FV~CU~T10:\'S CO<'(TII\UE
The mo\ement of whole communities to better 10
calities in Newfoundland continu("s
Residents of the little village of Step Aside Cit's a
pily' that such a picturesque name should be lost (rom our
place names) and of Greal Burin have all mo\·ed to the
mainland and settled around Colliers Cove and Burin
Bay', While Step Aside has been evacuated for some time,
the' last family left Great Burin in November last. Thle
,'~i'Jcqs are ~eeking a better slandard of living, easier
:..ecess to churche~ and schools and more social life. Great
Burin was once a flourishing fishing viUage.
Pardy's Island, near Step Aside. is another village that
is steadily losing its population.
I'
A TALL TALE
MY ADVENTURE WETII A GIANT
SQUID
By T, E. TUCK
The tallest tale I ever heard
I hearo the other day;
Related b)' I fisherman
'-rom out lround the BaYi
And if he sees these lines in print.
Don't feel one tr.ace of shame,
'-or, do not worry, Buddy,
I'll ne"er tell )'our name.
In tellinJ!: this ad\'enture
~t~lt~nl~dnfik~nahl~tl~d~hi1d,
And this is what he said:
I've done all kinds of fishin'
'Round the shores of Newfoundland,
There's no job that lUke better
Than a deep sea fisherman,
ror there's all kinds of excitemenl
You are always gay and free,
And Oh! What ugly looking fish
You pull out of th,e se'a,
I remember one fine morning
As I on the waves did noat,
seeing an ugly looking monster
Down underneath my boat.
I gently lowered the grapnel down
Towaros its mighty jaws,
And all at once some lengthy arms
\\ as wrapped around tbe claw'S.
I pulled aWlY with all my might-
To discover was my' .....ish
What had de~'oured my grapnel
Such a monster looking fisb!
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I called for help with all m)' might,
Lmil my throat was sore;
Thcn blap~'d my catch, for I was no
match.
And headed for the shore.
Full speed ahead, m)' engine raced
My ~'OIce was but a screech!
When fifty fishermen. or more,
Assembled on the beach.
They thought, for sure, that I .....as mad,
By the .....ay I hearo them cry';
But I kept my engine on fuil speed,
And ran her high Ind dry.
I threw a line, they strung along
To pull with no retreat,
And when on shore, it measured
Just twenty-seven feet!
Some called it this, some called it
that,
As it lay there on shore
But the oldest man that was on the
strand
Never saw the like before,
I've seen all kinds of funn)' fish,
All kinds of shapes and forms-
I'd call this one the Devil
But he has too many horns!
You mal' think that I am joking,
Or telling you a "fib",
But what I really captured
Was a monster, giant fquid,
!\ow the men got all excited
Some came with axe and saws
To try aDd get my grapnel,
Embedded in the cla.....s.
And .....ben the arms asunder came,
And stretched oul all their length,
M)' grapnel looked an awful sight.
f'or C\'ery claw .....as bent.
From tip to lip we mf'l'Isured
Those' horns-Ch, what a sight!
One hundred and fift)' feet, correct,
If I remember rIght.
The people came from far and near,
To see the giant squid,
saying, you can make your fortune
If )'OU onl)' u e )'our head,
So I then put up a poster
So as e\'er)'one would know
If they want to see a de~iHish,
It would cost ten cents I show.
I collected fifteen dollars
From those who came around,
And later sold the whole darn works
To a bu~iness man in town.
lie paid me fifteen dollars morc;
Thirty dollars was the sum
I didn't make my fortune,
But I had a barrel of fun,
The people said they could not think,
Or at least, believe their eyes;
That a little sqUid could grow so big-
To such tremendous size.
But after we had that earthquake,
The squids got on the bum,
And I believe to God, with all my
heart,
The) lIlere all knocked into one.
Al:THOR'S KOTE-Jf the readcrs
li.Ii:e m)- poems, (of which this is a
f.:.mple) and IIllnt more, I .....ould be
glad if the) 1Il0uid write the Quarterl)',
-T.E.T.
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When Newfoundland Helped Save Canada
Captain Bul:.~er's role as Soldie:l, Commandant and Goverm\r.
January 14, 1954, The Newfoundland Association of
Montreal, Inc., installed the following officers for the year
1954. Frank Doherty, founder 01 the association, was
elected President, other officers Mr. Daniel Farrell, lst
Vice Presidenl: Mrs. Mareel Roy, 2nd Vice President; Mr.
Martin Cnwford, Recording Secretary: Mrs. Patrick Aus-
tin, Correspondins Secretary; Miss Mary Hall, Treasurer.
Additional members appointed to Ihe Exet'utive Council
were Edward C. Matthews and Miss Emily H. Miess
Auditors are J, Lewis Taylor and Frank Doherty.
A new Entertainment Committee was appointed under
the convenorship of Mr. Harry Brownrigg. Mrs. Roy was
appointed Convener of the Bazaar Committee. Sergeant at
Arms, Mr_ George Boutcher, 1),ler Mr. Vin~ O'Quinn.
MARY AUSTIN, Cor. Secretary,
NEWFOUNDLANDERS ASSOCIATION
OF MONTREAL ELECTS OFFICERS
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS, J,D"
Graduate of Boston, New York. Columbia, Rutgers and Iowa State Unh'ersity, lhr: College of L:lW of 5t.
Paul and \linneapolis. DIploma in International Affairs, l..'"nh·ersity of !alinnesota.
\l'E :N~~~~;;r:n1i~~~eJ:~~~:.e;~:~II~e::eC:;~~~~i~~;:: ~::~~~~i:::dextt~:c~I~Oe~~~h~~~~ralorder, of which we
he joined the RO)'al Newfoundland Regiment as an Ensign. "A report from Lieut.-Col. McDouall. . conveys
Let u!' now spread on the pages of Newfoundland histor) the gratifying intelligence of the capture of two armed
for the first time, the record of Cantain Bulger as a bra\'e schooners which the enemy had stationed near S1. Jos·
miliul')' leadu, an efficient commandanl on tile Mississ- epb's lor the purpose of cuttini oU all supplies lor the
ippi, and later as Go\'ernor of Hudson Bay and Lord garrison at Mackinaw."
Selkirk's territoI')' around the North-West. ''This gallant enterprise was planned and executed
Captain Bulger Ih'ed in London, England, and Mon. by Captain Worsley of Ihe Royal Navy and a detach-
Ireal after the War of 1812, His son AUre<! Edward, man) ment of fifly of the Royal Newfoundland Regiment
)eafS ago, wrote some note for the Wisconsin Historical under the command of Lieut. Bulger..."
Societ) in connet'tion with a collection of "BulgeI' "The skilful conduct and intrepidity displayed in
rapt'rs.'· This son ..aid then Ihe execution of this daring enterprise renect the
"He was born at St John's Novcmber 30th, 1789, highest credit on Capt. Worsle)' and the officers, sea·
and recei\"ed his commis.;ion as Ensign October 26t1l, men and soldiers under his command."
18CH, in the RO)'al Newfoundland Fencibles, beinjo! pro- "Lieut·s. Bulger, Armstrong and Radenburst of tile
moted to the rank of lieutenant July 26th, 1806," Royal Newfoundland Regiment are noticed by Lieut.·
"Having sen-ed 7 or 8 years on detachment dut) Col. McDouall. Lieut. Bulger and se\'eral soldiers were
in Newfoundland and the Lower Provinces, he was slightly .....ounded.'·
ontered to Quebec to ioin the headquarters of the regi. (Signed) EDWARD BAYNES, Adj.-General,
ment, where he was stationed on the breaking out of the Niles Weekly Register, Nov. 19, 1814).
w:lr." The news of this SDread wide. At Fort McKay and
Prairie du Chien-500 miles awa)'-where Captain Thomas
G. Anderson was in command, we read:
"AI four o'clock in the afternoon, fired a Royal
salute for the lood news from !alackinaw . . that all
the troops and Indians be present." (The Anderson
Journal, Wiscon~in Historical Society Collections,)
In OCtober, 1814, we find Capt. Bulger on Mackinaw;
but authoritiell were anxious about lIffairs deep in enemy
territory at Fort McKay captured in July. The enemy had
sent gunboats up from St. Louis, under the command of
young Major Zachary Taylor-years later President of the
United States-and also an infantry force to try and
capture it before the British had time to fortify the post.
We mlly pause here to say that this fort was first
known as Fort Shelb}'-after a Slate Governor-renamed
Fort McKay, after the British commander who led the
troops to its capture in 1814, and when evacuated by the
"With detachments or his regiment Lieut. Bulger
served in sIxteen en"agements. The principal ones were
Fort Detroit, Fort George, Stoney Creek, the attack by
division of iun·boats No.... 2, 1813, under Capt. Mulcaster,
R.N., Chrysler's f"arm, repulse of the Americans at
Mackinaw, AUi. 4, 1814, the capture by boarding of the
armed schooners Tigress and SCorpion, Sept. 3 and
6, 1814. In afl{'r )'ears he received two silver war medals
and three clasps for these engagements."
Many of lhe~e conflicts were in widely scattered parts
or Canada, :lnd we can get some indication of the calls
made upon him. For examllle, he had gone down the
Wisconsin and Fox rivers 500 miles from Mackinaw in the
Great Lakes in July, 1814, and took a prominent part in
the capture of Prairie du Chien and !,'ort Shelby.
SHOOTI!'G THE RAPIDS
,faving accomplished that in t.....enty days, .....e soon
rind him back in !,'ort Mackinaw for the successful defence
of that fortress on AUiust 4. His detachment having held
Mackinaw against a much superior foree, he is assigned to
break up the enemy blockade, then shutting out all sup-
plies to that most strategic point.
Taking a detachment of ilis regiment out on Lake
Huron, he captured Ihe blockaders in two brilliant raids.
On this, His Excellenc)- Sir George Prevost, GO\'ernor of
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him, I should not do justice to the opinIOn I entertain
or your merit, did I not testify my entire satisfaction
with ~'our conduct while you held it,"
HOBERT iltcDOUALL, Lieut.·Col.
Thl' authorities in the north had many good reasons
10 str('ngth('n tIm post b~ Ihis appomtm('nt of a young
~-rit-i'-h.-m-on-lh-'-"-"-'-",,-,,-,.-"-\\'35 re::n:.m:"':;-;F::ort:;-;:C~":W.:-:====-======----====-.
(('rd. (See painling illustrated here.,
We should, too, point oul that Mackinaw, Prairie du
Chien and Grand Portage were three creat trading centre~
for the fur trade in addition 10 their strategic \'alue in the
war.
Se<:ing that Capt. Bulger had accompanied the ex-
pedition to the capture of this fort Shl.'lb)', and looking
over his exploits and brilliant war record-yet then onl}
twenty-Eve years old-the Commandant on Mackin:1\\.
appointed Captain Bulger to command the Post with
orders to proceed down the river berare na\"igation closed.
His son had ~aid:
"Although suffering (rom an unhealed breas~
wound, he embarked immediatel)' for his distant station
... in sc\'ere weather, and assumed command. "
On Oct. 14, 1814, this Garrison Order was posted at
Mackinaw:
"Lieut. Bulger, Royal Newfoundland Regiment, i.,
appointed to the command of Fort :\IeKa)', at Prairie du
Chien, with the rank of Captain ,"
"This command of courS(' in\'e~ts Captain Bulger
with the exclusiH! direction of all operations on the
Mississippi,"
ROBERT MeDOU.'\LL, Lieut.·Col.
Commanding Mackinaw nnd Dependencies.
(Vol. 13, of Wisconsin Historical Society Collections)
Fort McKay was thl'n held by Captain Thomas G
Anderson, primaril)" not a military man, but a prominent
Fort Crawford at Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin.
Indian ag('nt and trader [or the [UI' eompani('s. Howe\'cr,
he had some military experience, having accompanied
Captains ;\tcKay and Bulger on thl' long trek down the
Wisconsin and Fox river,; to captur(' th(' Post. His father.
too, had bl'en an army oUieer.
On OCtob, r 28. 1814 ("a1-:... ·n \nderwn was advised
wS tol1o...s:
'·Caplan Andrew Bulger of thE' Royal l"'ewfound
land Rt';iment being appuint"d b)' mt' to command at
Fort :l.fcKn)" and on the MiSSiSSIppi, in resigning it to
und fearless mihtllry man. Th('y well knew that the enemy
was now on its wa) to baltIc [or this strategic point.
Captain Anderson saw the handwriting on the wall
when he wrote:
·'1 did not knoy. an)thing about thE' mode of keeping
rm~' accounts. nor was I practke<l in militaQ' regu-
lations I sent off an express in a light canoe. . to
L;{"ut, (01 \IcDouall I rt.eehed a ,"ery satisfactof)"
r,pl~': Captain Buh:~r of the l\e .... foundland Regiment
\\as sent 1(. rt'lit\C! me in the command:' (The Andl'rson
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TWO STORES'
~
tf-OR V-4L £I£J
IMPORTERS OF
109 ·111 (Top) Long's Hill-Dial ,1342.
216·220 Duckworth Street _ Dial 3257.
"Sir:
I reached this place on tile 30th November. From
the moment of my departure from Green Bay until
my arrival here I experienced every misery in the power
of cold and want to inflict
I suffered more, Sir, dunng !his voyage than )'ou
can at all imagine-much more than e\'er I have sur
fered during the whole course of my life before."
"The morning on which we left the Portage to de
scend the Wisconsin river, at that time full of floating
ice, there was not a meal of victuals in any of the
boats."
"On assuming the command of this Garrison I found
everything in such a confused slate as to place it totally
out of my power to put the accounts for the back period
into any regular form ."
"On my arrival the barracks was a mere shell and
in no state 10 put men into it. The Guard House was
entirely open. No sentry boxes were built , , . the
block house, and, in short, everything was unfinished."
"Provisions are very scarce here We arc very
ollen a fortnight without tasting meat of any kind ,."
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,
A. BULGER, Captain,
Commanding Fort McKay.
(Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Coil.)
Journal, Wisconsin Historical Society Collections).
There are two reports from Captain Bulger to the
authorities relating to his long trek down. He writes from
Green Bay, Lake Michigan, No.... 14, as follows:
'" have the satisfaction to report the safe ar·
rival at this place of all the boats under my com·
mand, after a most boisterous voyage of 14 days."
"On the 91h inslant I met Captain Graham who
had been detached with a party of men from Fort 1\Ic·
Ka) to meet our Brigade and assist it in ascending the
rapids; he was accompanied by three of the principal
Sault Chiefs."
(Vol. 13, Wise. Hist. Soc. Coll.).
But in no other way could the trials of this expedition
be told than in his own despatch 10
Col. i\lcDouall,
From Fort McKay, Prairie dll Chien,
::lOth December, 1814.
with
Marble,
Memory
Stone
Carved. and
Lettered by
The Sacred
"MA,RK EVERY PLOT"
cJk0'f/A
cowtlless
~Heral/olfS'
Bruce E, Mahan, writing a book "Old l"ort Crawford
and the Frontier" says:
"When Bulger arrived at Prairie du Chien on Nov,
30th he found that food was scarce, necessary sup
plies of all kinds were inadequate or lacking altogether
, thE.' Indians were clamoring for goods."
"Bulger found his task of commanding the Garrison
a most difficult one, and quoting M. M. Quaife on "Wis·
eonsin, Its History and Ils People" adds: Only by the
exercise of stern discipline did he retain the mastery
of the situation."
On the very day Captain Bulger was writing his first
report to the authorities in Canada, greater trouble was
brewing around him. Robert Dickson, the agent for Indian
Affairs, wrote him on December 31st:
"Sir:
The troubled state of this country induces me to
submit to you the immediate necessity of declaring
Martial Law. I have to congratulate you on your spirited
exertions in quelling the mutiny of this day in Fort
McKay, I cannot sufficiently express my satisfaction for
the able assistance that you have uniformly afforded
me in the Department to which I belong."
Captain Bulger's remedy was prompt and efficient.
He at once proclaimed Martial Law.
A PROCLAMATION!
"WHEREAS, it is necessary for the disturbed statt>
of the country that Martial Law should be declared J
do, by virtue of the power and authority vested in me,
hereby proclaim Martial Law to be in force throughout
the country from the date hereof, of which all officers
and all persons whatsoever, are to take notice and
govern themselves accordingly."
-Given under my hand in Fort McKay, Prairie du
Chien, the 31st December, 1814.
A. BULGER, Captain,
Commanding on the Mississippi.
(Vol. 13, Wise. Hist. Soc. Coil.)
There were se\'eral reasons for taking this drastic
seep. A number of men who had joined up in Wisconsin
terntory, known as Wisconsin Fencibles, who went down
for the capture of Fort Shelby in July, were now insubor·
dinate and underm'n!ng the authority of their officers,
and about the sam~ t:me, two British subjects in Prairie
du Chien had b~en murdered by an Indian.
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Bruce E. Mahan, in his "Old Fort Crawford and the
Frontier" says:
"Bulger seized the Chief of the band (the Sioux)
and incarecrated him as a hostage until the murderer
should be dc1i\'cred. A c\Jurt-martial sentl'nced him to
be shot. The prompt ness and thoroughness with which
Bulgl'T handled this situation brought a letter of appre-
ciation from the principal inhabitants of the Prairie:'
(The letter will appear in nelll artide).
It is interesting to note thai when the Sioux Chiei
led the murderer in to Captain Bulger he used his quaint
Indian language by saying to the Captain: 'This is the
dog that bit you."
We read "Proceedings of a Garrison Court·Martial
held by order of Captain Bulger, Royal Newfoundland
Regiment, commanding at Fort McKa)" and on the Mississ-
ippi." This relates to the trial of the Wisconsin Fencibles.
The Court-~Iartial on Jan. 2, 1815, consisted of three mili-
tar)- oUicers, and
"the court finding from circumstances that the bad
conduct. . proceeds more through ignorance than an)"-
thing else, begs lene to recommend them to the c1em-
enc)' of the Commanding Officer."
(Wise. Hist. 50<'. Coli.)
Conlirmed:-
A. BULGER.
Captain Commanding.
The Commander remItted part of the punishment the
Court had ordered to be inflicted on them. But he issued
thisorder:-
TO THE TROOPS
Fort McKay, 2nd June, 1815.
GARRISON ORDERS:
"The Commandant has assembled the Milltia this
day to witness the punishment of two men. such a
flagrant crime on the part of the men sent here for the
defence of the Post-and which in any other place would
have becn punished with death ... must force )'ou to
acknowledge thai the punishment )'ou 'lave seen in-
flicted was both just and necessary."
"It was with extreme regret that the Commander
found himself obliged to have recourse to measures of
severit)' for the preservation of this important Post."
A. BULGER, Captain Commanding.
(Bulger Papers, Wisc. Hist. Soc. Coll.)
Robert Dickson, agent and superintendent of the
Western Nations of Indians, received this leller:
Fort McKay, 6th, Jan., 1815.
"Two of His Majesty's late subjects .. , having been
treacherousl)' murdered by an Indian of the band of
Sioux ... th£ chiefs. of this band having this date
brought the murderer and delivered him up to justice."
"I Do, by virtue of the power and authority vested
in me as commanding officer of Fort McKay and the
British possessions on the Mississippi, hereby authorilt'
you to com'ene a General Court-Martial ... to try and
determine upon the guilt and punishment of the offend-
ers."
A, BULGER.
(Ibid.)
We find this in the Wi~onsin Historical 5o<'iety's
Collections. The Ccurt IUS con\'ened on Janual') jth "pur-
suant to an order from Captain A. Bulger, commanding en
the Mississippi."
Members-S. Opinion and 5entence:-
"The Court having satisfied themseh-es that tha
llC","on Chunk~ah i" the man who murdered two British
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subjcct~ .. , a~ of the opinion that he ought immedi-
ate',y to suffer dcath b)- being shot."
"Confirmed and ordered 10 be carried into execu·
tion immediatcly in the presence of the Garrison and
Militia undcr arms."
A, BULGER.
We have only space in this present article to present
one more order showing that the highest authorities in
Canada noted the success that Commander Bulger was
having in holding the post. We read the following:
GAHRISON ORDER
Mackinaw, 23rd February, 181S.
"His Excellency the Commander of the Forces and
Governor-ill-Chief has been pleased to sanction and con-
firm the appointment of Captain Bulger, commanding at
Fort McKay and on the Mississippi."
"The Agent and Superintendent of the Western
Indian~. together with Caplains, Lieutenants, and Inter-
preten thereof, will therefore recci\'e instructions !rom
Captain Bulger and gO\'ern themseh'es accordingly."
JOHN RADENHURST,
(Roy'al Newfoundland Regiment)
Fort Adjutant.
(Ibid,)
There are orders from others, on the appronl of the
Captaln's succc"... in Lieut.-Col. E. A. Cruickshank's "Doeu-
nlcntary Histot) of the War of 1812" and which will be
{:ubli~hcd in the next article,
I lake this opportunit) to thank the Editor of tile
"Daih I'ews" and alSC) "Wayfarer" for their kind references
'n that daily to my' researches.}
ITo Be Continued)
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A Visit to Cape Bonavista
B) WANDERER
Many r':ewfoundland oldsters will recall the poem
they memorized in school about "Sir Ralph the
Rover" and the ··Inchape Rock", how
. Sir Ralph the Rover tor... his hair,
He cursed himself in his despair:
The waves rush in on every side,
The ship is sinking beneath the tide:'
But there are many who are not aware that the light
from the Inchcspe Rock which flashed its warning
from Bell Rock lighthouse, 12 miles off the coast of
Scotland, still throws its beams across stormy ~as
and calm, through blinding sleet and fog, to warn
the mariner of danger. In 1842 the light on the Bell
Rock was replaced and the old light sent to New-
foundland. The reflectors for this light were made in
Birmingham, England. in 1816, Today, however, it
sheds its rays, not from the Inchape Rock,
but from a rocky headland on the east coast of New-
foundland. And that headland is even morc famous
than the Inchcape Rock itself. It is situated at
Cape Bonavista, the first landfall of Cabot when h~
made his voyage to the New World and discovered
what was later to become the foundation of th~ British
Empire overseas.
up a continuous clamor as they come rolling in from
the r"tless Atlantic.
The lighthouse is painted with alternate stripes
of white and red and in the beacon tower, which
is reached by climbing a long circular iron stair, the
lights are operated by a delicate system of weights
which have to be "wound up" ~veral times a day.
The beacon itself is com~ of si;'ll.: huge long-
mantle kerosene lamps making thru lights which
rotate once every thirty ~conds.
The lights are cared for by Hubert Abbott who
has been k~per for more than thirty years (and by a
strange coincidence it was the "Abbott" or Aberbro-
thok that Sir Ralph was determined to "plague" in
Southey's poem) with an assistant, Harry Russell.
nnd they have their homes just to the rear of the light-
house. Everything about the lighthouse is spotless and
the gleaming reflectors throw a beam that can be seen
fifte-en miles at sea.
In a small building adjacent to the lighthouse
the foghorn is located and in foggy or muggy weather
il blares forth its warning to ships at sea. It is oper-
ated by a clockwork sort of mechanism, using com-
pressed air for the horn. On our visit the keeper. who,
by the way. is very friendly and glad to show visitors
oround. gave us a demonstration of the fog hom and
almost frightened us out of our skin when it blared
its first notes. We asked the keeper how anyone could
o;)eep with all that noise going on in foggy weather. He
told us even the children were so used to it that they
did not hear it. but should it stop for any reason they
would immediately become conscious that it had
stopped.
Altogether. this famous spot and the lighthou~
::J,r(' well worth a visit. not only becau~ of its historic
;mportance. but also for the magnificent view of the
fUgged coastline of both Trinity and Bonavista bays
ho: can be had from the eminencc on which it IS
situatcd.
THIS STORMY DAY IN BONAVISTA
The sea is churned 10 foamy Spril)';
The wind is blowing hard all day;
The houses creck and strllin their posts,
While Nature's pow!'r pruudly boasts,
The gulls dive down into the sea
To catch the bit or breakers while:
The harbor boats are taught in ice
High waves are dashing 'gainst the light.
The mad white horses on the waves
Are wildl)' rocking to and fro;
With such a hurricane bE"hind
The)' cannot slop but on must go
What wrecks will come in such a gale
While we on land and hC/me are warm!
What anxious mothers watch and pray
For loved ones weathering the storm!
The piE.'rs are white with frozen "pray
While beaches shi'-er in the storm:
And men are stemming to the wind
To get to work_while it is morn.
r.lICHAEL A BUTLER.Jan. 19, 1954.
We motored from St. John's along the Trans-
Canada Highway, skirting the bottom of Conception.
Trinity and the south sidr of Bonavista bays, passing
through pictureque little outports, along tr~-lined
highways over hill and d.:ll~ with vistas of lake and
woodland that were breath-taking in their sheer
htauty, until we rcached thc town of Bonavista,
situated on the south side of the bay of the same name.
TI:e lighthouse from which the famous light
gleams is reached hy a long st~p climb from this
thriving fishing cen~. There is a passable motor road
right up to the lighthousf grounds. It is more than
a hundred feet above sea level and even at that height
in severe storms the giant waves from the Atlantic,
thundering against the cHf'!. throw the salt spray up
to the lighthouse itsdf. It is a forbidding stretch of
coastline for some distance on eitht'r side with ncver
a cove or beach to provide shelter from the storms.
but sheu cliffs with only ragged indf"ntations here
lind there emphasizing the rugged nature of the shore-
lint:, on which the wav(s. (:ven in calm weather, keep
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SEALERS
M~;MORY Of' THE PAST
My memory wandered to the past,
Upon the trackless deep,
And like a dream I saw ag3;n
OUT gallant sailing fleet.
Their graceful hulls and tapering
spars,
I know them in the "jam",
For from theit' bow~prit head and
guys. '
There hung the baltering ram.
I saw them deeply laden then,
And bearing up for home,
When an angry storm that swelled
the sea,
And lashed jt into foam.
Tift; Nt:WFOUNIJLA.NIJ QUARTERLV
Then I saw the gallant Huntsman,
And as she passed me by,
'Twas Dawe, who waved his hand
to me,
As if he meant "good·bye."
And next I saw Jim Murphy,
He, too, was homeward bound;
Then a brig came quickly after him,
·Twas Whelan in the Hound.
And then I saw the grand old man,
Whose locks were silvery white.
Who hunting seals was ne'er
deceived,
The hrave old Neddy Pike.
But many more unknown to me
Passed by to fill the list,
The Stephen Crocker followed them
Like "the cruiser in the mist."
But a mist did rise before my eyes,
No object could be seen,
But I heard a welcome well·known
voice,
It was that of Daniel Green.
The moon shone through the misty
clouds,
The storm had died away,
And I wandered by the rippling
lakes,
Until it was clear day.
Then many a well·known face and
form
On the frozen fields I met,
'Till I stood with White and
Jackman
Upon their greasy deck.
~A SEAL HUNTER.
I saw the fleet with hulls down
deep,
As each one passed me by
With close-reefed sail before the
gale
The icy track to ply.
A slately vessel she came by,
And passed on like a lIash,
I clearly could descry her namc-
'Twas Barron in the Dash.
Then I saw the Michael Anthony,
And when she came in view,
Staunton stood upon the deck
Amid his gallant crew.
Before the gale with swelling sail,
Two vessels more I'd seen.
'Twas the far-famed Terry Hallahan
And the \'eteran Pearey Feighn
The ··Four Brothero" built al Brlgul In 1817 w.. lh.. flnt lOO-lon vUlel to
p,,,secute the Scal ~'ishery ~~-ihr'::"S~:l~::,~rol rebuilt and renamed lh..
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A Trip to Newfoundland 100 Years Ago
An account of the attempt to lay the cable from Port auJ:. Basques to North Cape in 1855. as told by an
eye-witness in Harpt'r's Monthly_
A brighter sun never shone upon. happier party than
that which beamed upon those who, on board the steamer
James Adger", left Pier No_ 4, North Rh'er, on the
morning of the se,-entb of AUi!u'>l, 1855_ A crowd, com·
posed of the CUrious, the idle, and the friends of those
who were leaving, had gathered on the wharf, and as the
moorings were cast loose and the enormous paddle-wheels
began to re\'olve, shout after shout went up from those
('n the shore, lustily returned by the outward-bound, and
mlln~- a "God-speed!" was sent after us, and many a prayer
went up lor our success.
We were going to carry out a great enterprise; not to
clirry hostile messages, nor batter down walls, but to lay
the first link of a chain which should eventually bind the
n"tions of the earth together in bonds of amity, and hasten
that "good time coming,"
"When every transfer
01 earth's natural gilts shall be II commerce
Of good words and works_"
In a word, .....e were going to la)- the cable of the Submarille
Telegraph, which is destmed 10 unite the Old World with
thl;! New, and b)' means of which Gothamites and CCIl:kneys
shall be placed within speaking-distance of each other.
The wire .....e were about to eonsign to the bottom of "old
lICean" was intended to reach lrom Port aux Basques, Ne.....-
IC!undland, to Cape North, the extremest point of cape
Brelon Island_a distance of between sixt) and seventy
miles--and had been brought from England in the bark
'Sarah L. Br)·ant", then, as we expected, .....aiting for us at
Port aux Basques. We numbered in all sixt) passengers, in-
cluding the oflicers of the Company whose guests we were,
and all on board seemed to have made up their minds
not only ··to be happy themselves, but to be the eause that
happiness should be in others."
As we steamed down our beautiful bay, a light south-
epst wind greeted us wooingly, lind the green shores 01
Long Island and Staten Island seemed to have put on their
holiday looks, as though, by their beauty and freshness,
they would make us long, when away over "the deep, deep
5(11," to relurn to them once more. The sea, outside Sandy
Hook, wore an unruffled surface, and night overtook us
oJ! Moriches, where the hull of the "~'ranklin", like a huge
skeleton, lies a monument of Neptune's might. After ad-
miring 1 grand display of nature's pyrotechnics, in the
~hape of "heat-lightning," all sought the cabin, where an
impromptu concert whiled away the hours till midnight.
WE' passed Monlauk Point--.a localil)- e\'er-memorable to
man)' who hne yielded compulsory tribute to Neptune
there-about 11 p.m. We rounded It, howe\-er, without.
qualm; and many, who had been rather suspicious of them-
~~h'es belore, finding that the)' were still "all right," began
to think themselves "good sailors," and to talk about ".
life on the ocean wave" as something \ery delightful.
On the eighth we took our last look al the Yankee
('oast, and were soon off soundingll and making our course
direct for Cape Sable. Soon after leaving Nantucke(
~hoals, howe\-er, the ocean, berrre !IO smooth, began to
dssume a rougher look, and a cross sea soon tried the
nerves of our more confident passengers_ Its eflects were
.'>1Iorlly visible in pale faces, while many sought below n
relief from strange emotions "entirely beyond their con-
troJ." The ladit'!' won much credit b~' the manner in which
they bore themseh-es; and though their lips paled, and the
rOb)- hue departed £rom their cheeks, they still manfully
h pt their places upon the paddle-boxes, and with light
;,ong.'> and merry words strove 10 drh'e ofl their "peculiar
:;ensations:' During the nexl day we saw some whales,
wh(l"i4! spoutings caused many exclamations of wonder and
delight Irom those who had never before seen these mon-
siers of the deep; and about sun<,et we came in sight if.
Seal J~land orr tht' southern coast of Nova SCotia. Ever}
telescope through which a more definite view 01 the low,
barren, rock-bound coast could loc obtuined, was brought
illto requisition; but nothing of interest was discernible
We soon found ourselves on th~ fishing-ground, covered
with French and Colonial fi~hlnll-eraft, which, by their
picturesque appearance, relieved the dull monotony 01 the
~ky and 1'ea.
Thn'atenings of a eoming storm with a strong head-
"ind destroyed our hopes of making Halifax that night,
and when off Sambro' Head at dusk the weather was so
lI,ick Ihat il was decided to sland oU and on till morning_
The sea rose high, the wind blpw a gale and our gallant
'~eamer rolled so heavily that all were forced to relire to
their berths_ In the morning, which broke clear and beau-
tiful. ,",e found ourselves about twcnty-fh·e miles to the
~ulh of Sambro' Light, and, taking a pilot on board, were
s'.JOn steaming up the harbor of Halifax, of which the Nova
Scotians are so justl)- proud. The enlrance is protected b)-
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a fort and martello lower, built on a small island about
two miles in circumference, about half a mile from the
c;ty, which "lands on the side of a hill rommanding a
~plendid view of the harbor, On the summit of the hill a
large and apparent I)' impregnable fort is in process of
construction, Some six hundred soldiers are already quar·
"-red in it.
As soon as oar ship touched the wharf, nearly the
"hole of our party rushed on shore, and immediately
spread themselves about the town, bent on seeing all the
lions of the place at once, to the no little astonishment of
the nati\'e~, who reJtarded our Yankee peculiarities with
much curiosity. We soon ransacked the cit)'. visited every
J,>ublic building or place worth)' of notice, and by engag-
ing e\'ery carriage we tould pre!iS into our ser....ice. ob-
tained in a few houf>, a prell)' clear idea of the place, the
people. and their character and condition. Some of our
party visited a French frigate I)'ing in the harbor, and
were r('('eived ver)" kind I)' by the officers on board. We
left Halifax about half past S('\'en in the e\·ening, amidst
loud cheering from the people wbo had gathered on the
\\ harf, which wa. returned by the party on board the
"James Ad!l"er'" with three times thrff and a "tiger",
\'.hich rather astoni~hed them. Before leaving we took
on board a pilot thoroughly atquainted with the coast of
cape Breton and Newfoundland, as far as S1. John's, th~
rlace of our ultimate destination.
We stood directl)" for Port aUJ( BasqUI'S where we ex-
pected to find the "Sarah L. Bryant". with the table on
hoard; but on reathing that place, on Sunday morning. our
limdous gale was not rewarded by the sight of the bark.
Sloe had not )"et arrived, although t.... o weeks over-<tue,
This was a j:!reat disappolDtment to all, as the weather was
propitious for laying the cable. and it was the intention to
c('mmenc(' the task early on Monday morning.
It was for some lime a question whether, under the
circumstances, we should \\'ait at Port aux Basques for the
'lrrival of the "Sarah L. Bryant", or proceed to St. John's.
As we intended to visit the lattef placl' before returning.
III order to pay our I"('~pects to the authorities of New-
foundland, it was decided 10 go there at once, and alter
a short stay return for the "Sarah L. Bryant," at Port aux
Rasques. During the three or four hours we lay outside
the harbour, about a dozen DC us went on shore, with a
I"jew or finding out what manner of men and things the
vlace produced. It is little morc thar: a village. contain·
ing some fort)" or firty houses, buill of wood, most of them
t ....o stories high. About a dozen of them are grouped to-
gether, while the rest are scaltf'red over an area of o\"cr
half a mile, giving one an idea that thE' houses are on bad
terms with each other The site on wh;eh this unsociable-
looking plact' is bUilt commands a ,'er} fine \iew of the
~urrounding tountry to the distance of six or seven miles.
On the north rise» the high promontoQ' of Cape Ra)'. to the
height of fifteen hundred feet. The country seems to be
almost enli~I)' destitute of \'egetation, though a little
lurf here and there forms a pleasant rf'lief to the general
barren as~t, while a few low stunted busbes. bearing a
torown berr}, are scattered in small clusters at distant
i"ten..als, Howen-r, what the place lacks in vegelation
it makes up in fish, The pe<lple fish for a JjYlDg. and live
on fish, fish for breakfast, fish for dinner, '·toujours"
fbh. There are fish eyery where, in-doors and out, where
ttoey are piled up in immense slacks, looking like ricks
uf hay, but ~melling like any thing but "the perfume of
Araby the blest:' The people seem n. ither to know nor
care about any thing else than fish. and twist the con,
versation how )'ou will, it is sure to come back to fish,
All is fish that comes to their net, and so long as plent)'
rome, they bother themseh'es very little about other mat'
ters.
After a consultation with Mr, Canning, one of the best
engineers in England, who had been engaged by the
Telegraph Company to superintend the laying down of
the wires, we left Port aux Basques for SI John's, where
ST JOHN'S, FRQ)I SIGNAL HILL
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we arrived, without any incident transpiring worthy of
note, on the morning of the 14th.
The entrance to the harbor or St. John's and the sur-
rounding "Cenery are remarkable for their beauty and
~ublimit)-. The island is protec:ted on its eastern side by
the ~me bold, mountainous line 01 roast that characterize
Ihe whole southern extremity of I~. The rocks rise pre-
ciPltou~ly to the height of sen.'n or eight hundred leet
directly lrom the water, which is surriciently deep to
enable even the largest ships to pass in safet)' withYl a
(ew f<'et or their rugged and deeply-seamed sides, which
are perforated at their base with large caves; and a 1"0"
mantic Imagination might lind amUSf'ment in peopling
them with bold smugglers and wild buccaneers.
The entrance to the harbor is so concealed Crom the
\icw, when but a short distance out at sea, that it was not
observable till we had approached within half a mile of
it. Signal Hill rises to the right, on the summit of whieh
slands a fortification, while another Crowns at its base.
"'either 01 these defenses, however, looked as though lhey
were capahle of offering a vcry strong resistance, but the
r.arrow entrance is amply protected by other works. Dur-
ing the last war a heavy iron chain was stretched across
this entrance to prevent the passage or hostile ships, the
r.:mains of which, and an old cannon or two, called to our
minds the fact that an American ~hip would not always
hllve been allowed to pass so quieti)' Opposite Signal
Hill rises another elevation. to the height of about six
hundred feet, which bears upon itll f'ide a (ormidable·look·
109 fort, while still another fortifIcation has been erected
at its base, lrom the centre of which rises a Iight-bouse.
Chese narrows are less than naif a mile broad at their
widest part, and about a mile long. Whcn about the middle
of this narrow gorge we notified the good people of 51.
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John"s of our approach b) a salutl', which was echoed and
reechoed a hundred times among thl' hills, making "an
awlul pother o'er our heads" (or some time.
The cit) of 51. John's pre«ents a \'er) picturesque
appearance, being built on the ~ide of a hill with a grad-
ual a~cent 01 about two hundred and fifty fe('t, onrlooking
the beautiful harbor, which ha~ the appearance of a lake
after )'ou ha\'e passed the narrow entrance. Large hiU~
ri!'e .:In e\ery" side, upon which the hst,ermen's hUts, each
~urrounded by a green garden spot, are scattered here
dnd there, taking from the natural wildness of the scene
III the base of these hills ar(' erected the stages, or
"flakes", where the codfish are cleaned and cured, pre-
paratory to being packed for market. These stages are
made of light poles, and sometimes stand on the sides of
sleep rocks overlooking the water.
We were most hospitably received by the authoritics
l'nd citizens of 51. John's, who are very anxious to extend
their prescnt limited commercial intercourse with us, and
regard the Transatlantic Telegraphic enterprise as a
powerful means of bringing about such a result. During
(lur slay among them they scC!med to vie with l'3ch othcr
in pal'ing us attention: every vehicle was put out at our
di!'posal, and pressing in\'italions poured 10 upon us from
:!II ~;des to accept the hospitality of their houses. Our
I,roited sta)', howen'r, prevented us from accepting half
01 thf'ffi
PORTUGAL COVE, Fishing VI!JDge nellr St. John's.
There are no public buildings in 51. John's that are
rlmarkable. either lor their size or architedural beauty,
II we except the Roman Catholic cathedral, which is a
magnificent building of fine proportions, and capable of
rontaining at least ten thousaud persons. Its ('(1st was o\'er
half a million of dollars.
The Colonial Building is a square flructure of granite,
'\\0 ~tories high. It contains the chambers 01 the two
Legislative branches, the Hou~e of Assembl)', and he
u>gi~lati\'e Council. A short distance from this building
~tands the Go\-ernor·s house, where the recently appointed
G(I\'('rnor. Mr. Charles H. Darling, resides.
On the e\"ening 01 the 15th a grand banquet was gh·en
on board the steamer to the public authorities or 51.
Juhn's" The military band lrom the garrison was in at-
t('ndance, and about one hundred persons, including the
part)- on board the "James Adger", participated in the fes-
tll"jUes of the occasion. Peter Cooper, Esq., the President
of the Telegraph Company, presided, supported by Mr.
FIeld as Vice·President. On Ihis occasion Professor Morse
ir reply to a toast in his honor, entered into a brief histor;
ul the telegraph, and the many obstacles which were thrown
his W~IY on his (irst application to Congress for an ap-
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propriation to enable him to construct an experimental
line between Washington and Baltimore. Other speeches
were made and listened to, and then we joined the ladies
in the saloon, where the sonj and the dance wound up the
(-\'cmng in the most delightful manner On the following
uening the authorities of St. John's returned the compli-
ment by a splendid ball in our honor in the Colonial
Buildings. It W8! a delightful ~asion, and the bright
eyes of the fair maids of 51. John's left an impression upon
the heam of more than one of the bachelors of OUf party
that will nol soon be obliterated. We were to hne lert
for Port aUll: Basques the next morning, but the Telegnph
Company, wishing to make SOffie return for the generous
hospitality which had been extended to us, postponed our
d('parture till Saturday, and invited two hundred of the
I·rincipal inhabitants to participate in an excursion on
board the "James Adger". Att<lrdingl)', with our guests
(In board, we proceeded about ten miles outside the har·
bor, After a delightlyl day, which will e\'er be remem·
bered by all who participated in its \"Iried enjo)'ments,
'41' returned to the harbor, where we bade farewell to our
guests. and the hospitable city of St John's. and steered
our course for Port aux Basques 10 join the "Sarah 1..
Bryant."
About a mile and a hall from SI. John's is the small
fishing village of Quidi Vidi, where reside those hardly
.i"ns of toil whose labors supply the city of St. John's with
its great staple, Codfish, The Newfoundland fisheries
first grew into importance about the )'ear 1596, and in
1615 England had at Newfoundland 250 ships, and the
fo'rench, Biscayans, and Portuguese 400 ships. The French
lliways viewed the participation of the English in these
fisheries with great jealousy, It was a maxim of the
French Government, that the North Amercan fisheries
were of more natural value, in regard to navigation and
~~~e:,I~~t:~ ~~~ ::n ';:,~~:s:~l;~~Xi:;a~~~.ld:ha;eFr:C~
pursue what is known as the "bullow" sy,~tem of fishing,
~nd annually 360 vessels are on the Banks, each with 8
II) 10,000 fathoms of "hultows" spreading over 500 miles
vf ground, and bailing over one million of hooks. The
:::~u~~I:a~~~~~I~~lu~~:~~h;~~e:;;~:g~~:e~~c:n't~:~nc:i
4,400,000 quintals of codfish, valued at £3,038,675, or
about $1:5,000,000. (To Be Continued)
BELIEF IN PRAYER
Mahatma (which means Creat
Souled) Gandhi onee wrote: .., am
a firm beli.!ver in prayer. Of all
things it hilS been Ihe most im·
portant in my life, the surest staff
on which to lean."
"I do not mean by this." he
said, "that I regard myself as par·
ticularly hvoured b)' the Divinity
and able always to obtain that for
which I ask: should I be so fool·
ish, whate\'er strength I have
found in prayer would at once be
lost to me. 1 believe, instead, that
pra)'er has brought me only an
infinitesimlll portic,n of what it
would bring me were my faith
more perfect and my devotion
more complete. The weakness is
not in pray,>r; it i~ in the individ-
ual who prays. Prayer implies and
demands bt:!ief in God, not neces-
sarily belie! in Cod as He is in·
terpreted to\' one s~ial religion
or one sect or that religion, but
belief in the ell:istence of Divinity,
a whole·he,lrted and firm belief
without intellectual reservations.
. There is somethmg infinitely
higher than intellect that rules us
all, the sceptics included. Their
SCi'ptidsm :md philosoph)' do not
help them in the critical periods
of their liv"s; face to face with a
calamity, .hel find that there is
little comfort and satisfaction in
intellectual belief. The spiritual
conception, which eludes the in·
tellect, alune permits man to Ii\'e
10 the fulle«t of his powen"
OFT HAVE I STOOD
Oft have I stood
upon a mossy bank
and listened III thi' throaty gurgle
of the water,
and watchul it
piling high against the boulders,
hurr)ing around them
and dropping in the hollows,
hiSl>ing and raHlin~ over the shale,
twisting and turning and winding
until it reaches a level,
where It flows. deep and silent,
and in its dark recesses
and shady pools
the fishes wander.
-L.W,J
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"But my Lords, the key of India is not Herat
or Candahar. The Key of India is London."
_(Earl Beaconsfield-Benjamin Disraeli, in a
Lords Debate, 1881),
Trouble is an old story in the Middle East. Tension
and chaos have been its lot through centuries of colourful
history, From 1920 to 1952 Iraq had nineteen premiers,
:1Od fort)'·li\'e Government Cabinets were re-shuffled
around under these premiers. The shortest government
lasted thirteen dal·s and the longest two years and nine
dal·s. One premier was in and out of office eleven times
in the l'ears 1930 to 1950. In Iran (Persia) one of its
go\'ernments in 1952 lasted just four days. Eg)·pt had
s{"\·en or more go\'ernment o\'erlhrows in 1952.
In earlier days it was the "Eastern Question and
Ru~~ia's Role". The Foreign Ret-iell· (London) Marcb, 1835,
~peaks of: "iX>signs of Russia against Turkey:' The We.!t·
, hl.!ft'T Ret'iete. April 1881, speaks of "England and
Ru!<sia in the Ea<:t."
1I0Io\e\"er, b)' the end of the nineteenth century the
Eastern pot was boiling. The RerielC of Rn'ielU for March
1892 speaks of "Reign of terror In Persia"'. The Specfator,
January 2i, 1894, "New Crisis in Egypt"' and May 9, 1896,
"l'ilurdC'r of the Shah", and the Asiatic Review for about
the same tIme notes ''The Coming Struggle for Persia:'
The Outlook for Februar)' 1000 takes notice of Russia's
rlesigns in: "Gold loan b)' Russia to Per!<ta", The Forum
the same )'ear notes "Russia's Lien on Persia." The Con·
temporary Review for January 19()4 in an article by a
then authorit)', E. J. Dillon, speaks of "British Supremacy
in the Persian Gulf". The Ret'iew of Reviews for Septem-
ber 1910 has headlines on "Causes of the Persian Revolu·
tion:'
Just a few years earlier it was said:-
"Persia is the key to lIerat, Within the limits of
the lIerati territory all the great roads leading to
India converge. To an cncmy of England in possess·
ion of Hcrat, it would be an c)'e to sec and an arm to
strike:' (Westminster Review, April 1881),
Move on fifty years to the middle of this present cen·
lury. The following headlines supply a picture. "Persia,
the Key·Stone", Round Table, ~. 1952: "Social Support
of Current Iranian Policy", Middle E(Ut Journal, 1952;
'Will Iran enter Russia's Orbit:>", Newsu:eek, August 24,
1953: "Iran's Significance, Will it be Another Korea"?,
Ibid, August 31, 1953; "Shah Returns in Triumph as Army
Kicks out Mossadegh". Ibid, August 31, 1953: "Egypt's
l\C'w Regime", Vital Speecht's, August 1953: "Crux of Iran's
Problem", Nation, september 5, 1953: "Peace or Holy
War", Nt'wslCeek, september 28, 1953: "Arab World Con·
ll'mes to Erupl.lOn", Chri$uan Centu"" september 1953;
"llIgh Cost of Mossadegh", Timt, October 12, 1953.
Il was then indicated that this present higb cost to
In.n (Persia) of Mossadegh's nationalist policies was a
loss of $180,000,000 in the 29 months since nationalization,
plus operating deficits in the oil fields, the main source of
income to the nation, making a lotal of $271,000,000 loss
in II little over two )'ears, plus 60,000 idle oil workers.
Great Britain [rom the days of the Levant Company
of Merchant Adventurers in the 171h century, down
through the 19th, in its support of Turkey, "The Sick Man
of Europe", and up to this moment has had a special
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iJltercst there, (and perhaps Wiil~l~l:"~':':"t:",:i'~'~to~,:o:m,~)~,---;:::=======:.:=====~.....,
for these countries stand in her path of commerce and
politics in India and the whole Far East
She has prudently, or otherwis(', at various times, tried
ttl hold off Russia, Germany, or France. Four times in
war, from 1853 to 1914, the Dardanelles were closed to
Russia-acts not always of Britain's doing. She checked
the ambitions of France, when the first Napoleon led his
armies to Egypt, by annihiliating his fleet in Nelson's
f"mous "Battle of the Nile". More than half a century
later, when Egypt got out of hand, she bombarded Alex-
andria. She sent the famous Generals Kitchener and
Gordon, the latter losing his life there, to quell the fan·
atics in the Soudan.
Germany posed two threats in more recent times-in
the 1940's ond just before the 1914 World War. A writer
tJ the London Graphic of May 3rd, 1913 noted:-
"The Baghdad Railway is now the only question
over which Britons and Gf'rmans look askance at each
other. the Bagdad Railway has been accepted by
most people as a danger, . We closed the London
Money Market to the Raiiway Company We
were enabled to bring effective pressure to bear.
The result was that in March 1911 Germany gave way."
Pouring oil on the political waters of the Middle East
today has not calmed them. Oil, the life·blood of the
modern military machine, has made these areas even more
strategically important than ever. The great internation-
ally owned oil companies saw the handwriting of national·
ization on the wall. The reports indicate that the companies
Iried to ward off too much tr{'uble by taking action to
share the wealth. The Report (1951) of a Mission organ'
ized by the "International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development" at the request of Iraq says:-
"The three internationally-owned oil companies
have undertaken to raise uil output and to turn
over to the Iraqi Government half the profits before
the deduction of taxes. The British and American
Governments each nominated one of the executive
members in accordance with thc request of Iraq.
The Companies undertook to send fifty Iraqi students
per year 10 British Universities to study the oil in·
dustry and also to establish a school in Iraq to train
Iraqis yearly in technical oil subjects."
Let us look at the evolution of Iraq in the political
sphere. The great Arab, Faysal, in the First World War,
in league with General Allenby and with the advice of T.
E. Lawrence (Sce LoweJl Thomas, "With Lawrence in
Arabia") helped to conquer the Tut'ks. He tried to get
some form of independence for Syr;a at once; but secret
arrangements, which renccted the nmbilions of the Great
Powers in the Arab world, ruined his cause.
Faysal crossed swords with the French and his forces
were shattered in a great battle of July 24, 1920. But he I
found a friend in the British who promised and secured a
throne for him in Iraq. Great Britam made a promise of
independence and eventually made good on that promise.
By the 1930's Iraq had achieved her much cherished
independence, and conceded to Britain that nation's own
essential imperial interests. About this time Sir John
Simon, Secretary of Foreign Affairs, declared in the
"League of Nations Assembly" that "without Faysal's wise
al'.d energetic co·operation it would have been impossible
... for the young State of Iraq. to qualify ... to take
its place in the comity of the League" (Records of 13th
Ordinary Assembly, 1932).
Hoping for a period of quiet Great Britain prepared
the way for a continuation and extension of treaty obli-
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gations Tn£' King and Queen ga,'£' ;) Slate Banquet at
Buckingham Palace in King Fa)'~al' honour in 1933. The
King of Iraq ~howed his appre<:iation for the help, advi~
;md guidance of Britain in his struggle. when he there
~aid
"I dnnk to th£' prosperily of the British Empire
and 10 the strengthening of the bonds of friendship
which link our two countries." (London Times, June
21, 1933).
The Lord Ma)'or of London welcomed a king that
promised a measure of peace for Great Britain in the
Middle East by saying in part:-
"The close association between our two countric!>
rests. . nol only upon the formal provisions of a
Irealy, but upon a firm friendship ... which was
founded in war and has been sustained and strength·
ened in peace." (Ibid, June 22,1933).
But trouble lay ahead; for Faysal, worn out with his
"xcrtions in war and peace, soon passed away. His policy'
01 "Step, by Step," as he expressed it, fell on evil hands,
The country passed through a period of trial and error in
Self Government from 1932 to 1936, The next few years
were concerned with Military coup d·etat.;; culminating in
the 1940's, when, taking advantage of Britain's weakness,
it received help from Germany and Italy.
However, the highest Iraqi authonties were under
no illusions as to the ultimate results. The Iraq Time.!
of NO\'ember 21, 1940, contains General Nuri's note to the
Premier of Iraq, in which, after fearing that Great Britain,
\.ith whom they had treaty relations, could not withstand
the Axis powers in the recent war, he adds:-
"The sequence of events has shown that the fan
of the British Empire is not casH)' accomplished.
Britain stood firm against the storm, as she was ex-
pected to do by a few of the world's leading men who
had wide experience of the moral and material po.
tentialities of this Empire". (Cited in Majid Khad-
duri's, Independent ITaq}.
There has been no disrupting of basic Iraq-British
rolides, The 1948 treat)' was signed at Portsmouth, and
there the British Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, said in
part:
"This treaty is the beginning or a new series of
treaties, regularizing and expressing the friendship
between this country and the Arab world. Great
Britain prizes that Iriendship, and I am sure the Arab
world equally Yalues it."
The Premier of that Middle East countr) noted that:-
''This put the traditional fr:iend~hip of the two
peeple on a new, firm and solid basis," (London Timn
Jan, 16, 1948).
Look at Egypt, and its on~ protector, Turke)" Fi·
ranee has been called the "Ele\-enth Plague of Egypt". It
so happens that a few )'ears aiO I ",-rote a tWQ-\'o!ume
('!'.'<&l for a uni\'ersity degree on "British Foreign Invest·
ments.., Therefore I think I know a little about general
foreign affairs there too.
More than once in lhe Nineteenth Century Britain
~upported Turkey, at which time Egypt and Turkey were
as one with men and money in both war and peace. For
Imperial interests the London Money Market was freely
open to bolh countries, Turkish borrowing started about
the time Great Britain supported the country against Russia
in thl' 1850·~. But financial mismanagement went on at
iiJ.
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such a pace that in a quarter of a century Turkey was
declared out of bounds financially.
In Egypt, under Turkish guardianship, monetary
cxtravagence and )'carly borrowing in London were the
order of the day. But Egypt was in the cross·roads of
Empire, and Mr. Stephen Cave was sent to Egypt as early
ar. 1875 10 inquire into the financial situation.
However, Egypt showed its indifference to the mone-
t<lry problems then pressing on the country and entertained
Mr. Cave and his commissioners, regardless of money costs,
to a luxurious banquet ~t the Pyramids, (E. W. Newman,
"Great Britain in Egypt"). It w~s the financial troubles in
the 1870's that brought Great Britain in quickly to buy up
a controlling interest in the Suez Canal. The London Times
of Nov. 30, 1875, remarked:-
"The purchase of the canal shares docs not neces-
sarily involve the assertion of political power, The
purchase is quite intelligible as having in view the
maintenance of the great channel of communications
with the East."
But the purchase led to foreign financial intervention
in the years to come. France, unwilling to carry too much
burden, backed out, and Great Britain was left alone to
huld the money bag and also guard the route to India and
the East, or as an article in Chautauquan Magazine saw
it years ago, "The Gate of the Orien!."
The present age of air power has made the region
more important. Egypt has 25 foreign airlines, and 14
foreign airlines service Iraq. Great Britain can be countcd
on to hold all essential strategic points despite the current
Egyptian clamours.
Egypt's political parties early appcaled to the national-
istic spirit (Blackwood's, Mar. 1885). Soon afterwards they
set about to remove the foreign controllers who had been
appointed to essential industries. It became, as that
learned writer on imperial problems, Edgar Dicey, once
asserted: "England's Hampered Trusteeship."
It has been such ever since. As a result of a conflict
between Egyptian "liberation units" and British forces in
1952 many Brilish and foreign business premises were
set on fire. The Canadian trade commissioner was killed.
In Iraq the U.S.A. Information Service Building was looted
and the British embassy was stoned. The U.S. recently
withdrew all economic and techniC31 aid to Iraq,
Lady Duff-Gordon, in her published letters from Egypt
as early as 1863·5 speaks of their dislikl' of "foreigners
meddling with their interests." But British private invest·
ments went into cotton cultivation and irrigation. At the
beginning of this century the Scientific American maga-
zine spoke of "Irrigation Development of Egypt, a huge
project."
At this moment the U. S. A. is carrying a heavy fi·
nancial burden in the Middle East. The Foreign Policy
Bulletin on July 1, 1952 said: "Proponents of economic aid
received from Congress last year $160,000,000 for tech-
nical and economic assistance in the Middle East."
What is the status of defence? His Excellency Abba
Eban, Ambassador from Israel to the U.S.A" in a speech
before a committee of the "United Nations" said:
"While each state tries to be strong in its re-
lations to each other, the area of the :Middle East as
a whole remains vulnerable in the contingency of a
wider international conflict." (Reported in Con·
gressional Record, Feb. 6, 1953),
What of Parliamentary Government? Half a century
ago that "Maker of a New State in an Old Land" as W()Tld
Work said in 1901, Evelyn B3ring (later Lord Cromer)
writing, said:-
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"The Legi..lati,-e Ass,-mbl)' has, ill. practice, turned
out to be the Icast uselul and efficient. It was. and
still is. 100 much in adunc:e of the requirements and
political education of the country", (Cromer, in his:
"Modern Enpt").
Twenl)··fi\'e years later it was said:-
"In countries like Transjordan and Iraq, you can
set up • nath'e go\'crnment, gh-c them advice, and let
them go. But if )'OU want progress )'ou must have
direct administration." (''The GOl"cromenl of Iraq",
Po!ll;c(ll Science Review, Nov. 1926).
On July 15, 1952, The Frmrign Policy Bulletin said:-
"The current re"olts are directed against their
own fuling classes and ... against the West. This
internal struggle has led to violence and rule by
decree."
For present examples: In Syria, a government decree
in 1952 liquidated all political parties, In Lebanon, Par-
liament gave dictatorial power to the PrC'mier, In Iran
thll vote!t of the agricultural classes arc cast in blocks by
the landlords of the estates.
In other days this did not aUract too much attention;
for the BritiSh navy did the world's necessary police work,
and held all and sundry to law and order. It was all in the
day's work, as the white man's burden from year to year.
Nor must we think the tension is far removed from
this continent. A century ago, Canada had her own Major
General William F, Williams of Nova SCotia, "The Hero
of Kars" involving a Middle East conflict known as the
Crimean war. He was on his return knighted as "Sir
William" and fetcd and dined all over England, (See
1II. Londo', Nell:S, Feb. 2, 16, June 28, and July 15, 1856).
There was also Major·General John IngBs of Halifax,
son of Bishop Inglis of NO\"8 SCotia, defender of Lucknow
in the Indian Mutiny of 18:i7. The ladies of Halifax pre-
sented Lady Inglis with a Bible;-
"As a token of their sympathy with her privations
and sufferings, , , sustained at Lucknow, and of their
respect and admiration for its heroic and bra\'e de-
fender, Major-General Inglis, , ."
The Bible was carried O\'er to Lady Inilis, then in
England, b)' the lion. Samuel Cunard of the great Cunard
Line. (Ill. London Ntlu. Sept. 11, 1858. See also Lady
Julia Inglis: "Siege of Lucknow, A Diary").
The Ro)al Canadian Regiment, the fin;t regiment
raised in a colon}' for general sen'iee, went o\er too for
the Crimean conflif:t. The Prince of Wales presented the
R('gim('nt with its colours in an Impo~ing ceremony,
WI. London "·tv;s. Jan. 22, 1859),
Canadians wen:' with Gt'neral Kitchener in his Nile
Expedition (18M--5) as expert boatmen and navigators.
Kearl) 400 .....ere enroll('(l .....,ithout any public decree or
order. soh>l) b) prh'ate initiati\·e. Major Gent'ral Bracken.
bur) in: "Tht Rivtr Cohlm,," sa)".5;-
"Without the VO)'ageurs h:s column could not ha\'e
got up the river so rapidl) or with so little loss as it
did, and could not have got down at all."
Of the U. S. A. the NtlV York Evening Post said in
1856:-
"A great many men who left our shores during
the great .....ar with Russia to join the British Army.
have now returned. . many of them ha\'e tbe Cri.
mean medal bestowed by the British GO\'ernmenl."
In later lears Newfoundland paid its price in the
Middle East. There was stalwart Captain James Donnelly
or the old C,C.C" .....ho with many others fell around Galli.
poli in 1915.
From the lIIiddle East all great nations have, one time
01' another, marshalled their forees to cut Britain's life
line with the Far East. And one part of that IiII' line is
the Suez Canal, a controlling interest in which was quickly
bought up by that far·sighted Jewish Premier, Earl
Beaconsfield, in the 1870's without any government sanc-
tion: but rtnanced temporarily by his friends the London
branch of the Rothschild's,
Converging to the Gates of India,
In columns vast lheycome,
To the martial blare of trumpets
And the roll of fife and drum.
Air (oach Service for Nfld.
ANEW air coach (tourist) .iervicc with lower fares wentinto effect Februar)" I, 1954 on TCA domestic main.
line route~, President G. R. McGregor announced lhat the
~en'ice ..... iII enable more Canadians to take ad\'antage of
the benefits of air trnel.
"North Star" aircraft now filing the North Atlantic
will be replaced ..... ith "Super Constellations·' and, when
equipped ..... ith grcaler ~ating capacity, tht' ··North Stars'
will be emplOled in the new dome~tic air coach sen-ice.
The increa~ seating plan and somt' reduction in
pa~~eng( r ~en-ice refinements constitute The only distin.
gui~hing marh of the coach ~n-ice. These fligbts will
operate on the same high standard of efflcienc)' and de-
pendabilit) a.e, TCA's first elas:; service. Rates and book.
ing:; obtainable at "arH:)"'!; Trnel Bure'lu, in the New-
foundland Hotel
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Wooden Ships and Iron Men
By EDGAR C. JANES
The climax of maritime romance would seem to have
been reached in the last half of the nineteenth century,
when the great clipper ships sailed the ocean lanes, mak-
ing records in speed and accomplishments. When we
think of the present-<!a)' method~ of transportation-the
huge luxury ocean linen. diesel-electric trains and jet·
propelled monsters of the airv.ays, we realize it is a far
ery £rom the da)'S of sailing ships and sailor men.
Those of us who were born or brought up on the
rugged shores of the Atlantic, with a sprinkling of salt
water in OUT blood can nlways get a thrill when we read
of, or think of the days of sail. Who among us can read of
the clipper ships built by Donald McKay-such ships as
the "Sovereign or the Seas", the "Greal Republic", the
"Lightning" and many others, without a feeling of nos-
talgia? And one never tires of reading the accounts of the
fJ.mous tea dipper race of 1866, when rive Bristol Clippers,
\·i7.. the ''Taeping'', "Ariel", "Serica", "fiery Cross" and
"Taitsing" sailed that memorable rar-e from Foochow on
tI,e China COlst, around the Cape of Good Hope to London,
a distance of between 15,000 and 20,000 miles, and arrived
in London in the following order:
Taeping, 99 days, arrived at 10.45 a.m.
Ariel, 99 days, arrived at 11 lI.m.
Serien, 99 days, arrived at 1.00 p.m.
1111 three on the same day, and even th£' last two, the
fiery Cross and the Taitsing finishing the voyage in 101
days, or only two days behind the winners. TI speaks or
the quality of these ships as well as the ability of their
commanders.
While we think or these great sailina: ships or other
nations. we cannot forget the days or sail in our own New-
foundland trade, for we of our genertltion can recall the
waterfronts of St. John's, Harbour Grace, Carbonear and
other ports crowded with tall masts and crossed yards,
which is now occupied by smoky steamen; and gasoline-
driven schooner<; (if the latter can be called such), and
manned by men who couldn't tell a skysail from a minen
oraspanker.
We can recall the brigs, lind brig:lntines, the barques
and barquantines which frequented the waters of these
ports lind loaded fish for Spain, Portugal and the Mediter·
ranean. Pernambuco, Bahia 1nd Brazil and other ports,
and returned in due rourse laden with general merchan-
dise from England or salt from Cadiz or Turk's Island and
molasses, sugar and rum from the West Indies. These
ships snatched livings from one of the most dangerous of
waters-the North Atlantic in winter-and they put up
sailing records which were worthy to be rom pared with
those of the smartest clippers.
Many of these vessels were owned by Munn's of
Harbour Grace, who had a working agreement with Ben·
nett's of Bristol, England, and many fast Atlantic cross·
iogs wetc made by those fish carriers. One of the fastest
of these little clippers of Munn's was the "William
Punton", a brig built by Hall of Aberdeen. This ve.ssel
was one of the famous Aberdeen clippers, the first being
built by Alexander Hall in 1839. During the 1850's the
t-artlue "Rothesay" built at Harbour Grace by Kearney
was nflt only considered to be the smartest ship in Munn's
fleet but the best sailor and finest ship in the trade.
At this time Munn's had two other barques, the
"Queen" Bnd the "Fleetwing". The "Fleetwing" under
Captain Jim Pike, arrived at Lisbon on one voyage with
her decks swept clean and her stern badly damaged, but
her fish cargo was undamaged, The "Queen" distinguished
herself in 1860 by making the round trip from Harbour
Grace to Pernambuco and [rom there to Liverpool, in_
r1uding stay in ports unloading fish and loading sugar and
cotton, in 71 da)·s. These ships of Munn's had the repu-
Lltion or being "happy ships", which is proven by the fact
Ihat their men stayed by them )-ear after )'ear, Jo"or instance,
Cliptain Jo)'ce, who commanded the brigantine "Clutha"
for over thirty years, claimed he never discharged 3
stained drum of fish in all that time, and he carried his
s:lme steward, Lorenzo Martin, and his bosun, Joe Barrett
for twenty years. Captain Jim Pike, when the "Fleetwing
was condemned at Lisbon, sailed the brigantine "Flora" for
14 years without an accident of any IIOrt.
One of the most remarkable records in the Newfound·
land fish trade was that of Captain Charles Layton, who,
in nine years in the ·'Charles W, OuIton" made 72 trips
ccross the Atlantic, and in one season landed five cargoes
i.. the British Isles. Munn's had two famous brigs built
in 1872 by Cox of Bridgport. These were the "William"
flf 207 tons and the "Trusty" of 163 tons, Capt. Bailey was
'he first rommander of the William but she was later
commanded by Capt. Jim Pike and still later by Capt. O.
foote and by Capt. John Tizz.ard. Under the last named
commander she sailed on Sept. 30, 1889, from Emily's Har·
bour, Labrador, with 5000 quintals of fish llnd while bowl-
ing along before a W,S,W. wind, the mainmast, without
any warning, broke in three pieces and all the gear came
tumbling down on deck, All hands turned out and Capt.
Tilzard kept evel}'One on deck until th" William was
;ury,rigged. Strong westerly winds prevailed, and under
this rig she arri\·ed off Gibraltar on the night of the 16th
day out, It was here she received orden to proceed to
Genoa for discharging, but the Board or Trade surve)·or
would not permit the ship to ronlinue her voyage until a
new mast was filted.
Captain Tizz.ard was lucky in getting n new mast and
rigging for a condemned brig. The crew worked con·
stantly and in 24 hours the "William" was on her way to
Genoa, and although held up by light winds outside this
port arrived on October 29th, or thirty days from Emily
Harbour, which was ronsidered a wonderful performanc'e
for a jut} rigged vessel.
The "William" was re-rigged at Genoa as a barquan·
tine and for the next twehe )'ears sailed the Atlantic under
that rig. She was afterwards sold and entered the British
coastal trade and was lost with all hands ID the English
Channel in 1906. Thus ended the career of a fine sailing
ship.
The "Trusty" was IIOld by l\Iunn',~ to 11. J. Stabb &
Co. about the end of the 19th century, and it was at this
time that the yards were stripped from her mainmast and
she became a brigantine. She was commanded for a
number of )'ears by Capt. Clem Couch and in 1904 she was
IIOld to Capt. J. C. Crode and disappeared from Registry
about 1910.
H. J. Stabb & Co. also owned the Exmouth barquan-
tine "Belle of the Exe" which, under the command of Capt
Rendell, made some veT)' smart voyages across the At·
lantic. Capl. Rendell also commanded another famous
barque the "Olinda". This ship was built by Robert Steele
in 1859.
Worthy of mention are the following "crack" passages,
A C~"lur)' ~." to"'~rillN cllppe••hlp,
",I~d th~ HU_ ",e~th~r·beatr.. "Id wl ..d·
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f••· -.y 1"."1... ""rt.. M~ ..y ~ H.I~rin.ll
rn~n '0'" lrom hom.,.nd flre.lde I".
m"nth. .t ~ time. In tboR d.y. th.,
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a .ay • llfe that Ia ........nd all¥ of
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Capt. S. f'ogwill drove the little schooner "Fruit Girl"
from Bowring's wharf, St. John's to Pernambuco in 19
dals, and Capt. William Hl'nnessey sailed the brigantine
"Belle" from Harbour GTlIce to Lisbon in one week, sailing
on a Wednesday and arriving on the following Wednesday.
This little ship was rondemned at Qut:t'ns10n in 1878 after
a battering "oyage from Labrador.
The brig "Charles" was built by Newhook's of New
Harbour, Trinity Bay, and sailed in 1836 under command
of Capt. Hart of Bristol. She carried the ownl'r's wife on
the trip and as it .....as on a f!'ida:; when she sailed, tbel
superstitious among the crew were full of forebodings of
dire disaster from the fact that the ship sailed on a Friday
and had a woman on board; but the Iiltle "Charles" had
a very favourable passage and on the second Sunday after
leaving, Mrs. Bennett was able to attend Holy Communion
in Bristol Cathedral, the "Charles" having made the run
across in less than ten days,
We cannot close this brid and sketchy narrative with·
(lut ml'ntion of the ship with the ominous name-the
"DeviL" She was chartered by John Munn & Co., was
schoonel' rigged and as handsome as any vessel that ever
!'ailed in or out of any port in Newfoundland; graceful in
e\'ery proportion she sat the water like a duck. It was
impossible for the most practised ell' to detect a seam in
har outer hull. Nor was this beaut)' of design and attention
to detail ronfined to the outward portion of the \'essel.
Internally, she was fitted up regardless of cost; her cabin
b~ing finished in walnut and mahogan)', in fact, her in,
ternal aC<'ommodalion was more like a yacht de\'oted to
pll'asure than that of a ,'essel engagel1 in the ordinary
CtIrr)'ing trade, Her rigging and sails .....ere also of superior
quality; her mast.s .....ere of the be~l pitch pine and glistened
in the ra)'s of the rising sun, clearly showing the)' wert!
placed in position b}' a master hand. The blocks were of
the la1(~t pattern: her cordage and running gear were of
the best quality and her enormous spread of cam'as was of
II snowy whiteness, all showing that no expense had been
spared in her construction from truck to keelson.
She was painted entirely black outside, whilst her
prow carried a life·sile representation of his ~atanic rna·
jesty, having all the trappings of that notorious individulll,
~uch as horns, hoofs and tail, lltC.
This is the story of how this vesslll gol her name: It
:~ppellrs that by he death of the senior partner of the firm,
well known in the north of England, all the vast weallh,
shipping, business premises, etc. were divided in equal
rlirls between the two sons-the junior partners in the
firm. They decided to increase the number of their ships
.. nd employed the mosl rompetent ship·bUllders.
The time for the launching and handing o\"er of the
~hip by the contractors had arrived and it was only then
that the first misundl'l'Standing o«urred, which culmin-
:lted in a f;(:ene, and was the ke}-note to the fact of the
!"hip ~ing called the "Devil"
One of the owners was firm in the belief that the
ship should be called aller the Christian name of his wife
"hill' the other as firml}' m:lintained thai she should be
('alll'd the "Newsboy". The argument waxed warm, and
there ocing no possibility of a compromise, the elder
brother exclaimed:
"You may call her the devil, if you wish!"
"The Devil it shall be," the other brother cried, And
immediately went about carrying the decision into effect.
A full sired representation of his Satanic majesty (as dl"
scribed above) was ordered finished and placed on the
prow of the ship, while the name in large gilt letters
:ldorned the port and starhoard bows as well as on the
stern. The ship was chartered in th~ fruit and other
trades and e\'l'ntually came to Newfoundland,
She was rommanded by Capt. Tulloch and arrived in
Harbour Grace on July 29th, 1872, During her sojourn
there, which was until August 2nd, it is said her crew
spent most of their lime in jail because of tbe quarreling
and fighting and had to be put on board by the police the
day she sailed for Punch Bowl, Labrador. On August
26th she set sail for Li\'erpool and arrivro on the other
,~~de just six dals and eighteen hours later. Perhaps that
run from Labrador to England has never been equalled
by a sailing ship.
After that vo)'age the British Court of Admiralty
compelled the owners to alter her name and she was given
rhe name of "Newsboy", which was one of the names orig·
inall}' suggested. In 1873 she sailed from England to South
America and was wrecked the following year.
There is not space to describe all the beautiful brigs,
hrigantines and vessels in the fish trade, bul among tt¥:!
many oulstllnding ships not already noled, the following
s!lOuld have honourable mention:
TESSIER'S-Petunia and Silver Sea.
BENNETI"S-Sunbeam, Sea BreelC, Rosvear, Maud
and MurieJ.
Ml;NN'S-Atlanta, Kestrel, Isley, and Rose of Tor·
ridge
BAINE JOHNSTON & CO.-Ann Johnston, Hebe, Cor·
delia, Eliz.a, Telephone, Lavinia, Lake Simcoe, Helen Isa·
hel. Waller Baine, Eliz.a Grieve, Courtney and OCtavia.
BOWRIl\G'S-Silvia, May Cory, Spark, Ariel, Beaver,
Titania, Adamantine, Nester and Othello,
JOB BROTHERS & CO.-Dora, Ethel, Isabel, Jessy,
Lillian, Blanche, Snowden and Fanny, (These were some-
times called "Job's Comforters").
GOODRIDGE'S-Peggy, Viola, Bella Rosa, May·
f1owl'r, Mmnie, Eners}', Grace and Rosina,
MONROE-Nellie M., Stella, Cazarina, Golden Hind,
Besides those already named such well known names
llmong the fi~h carriers should not be omitted: the Isa·
bt'lla, Cordelia, Challenge, Spina way, Lill1e Gem, Little
Mystl'ry, Little Secret, Gleaner and Albert.
No doubt there are still many old sailors living in
Nl'wfoundJand whu sailed in some of the above named
hh carriers who could give vivid stories of voyages that
I"ould make interesting reading for those of us who recall
",ith pleasure the days of sail in our maritime story.
LET POLIFLOR
Polish Your Floors
POUFLOR gives your Floors a
deep gleaming beauty that lasts--
not just a surf::tce glitter that
shows every footmal'k. The quality
wax at a popular price-A Nugget
pl"Oducl-is best (or your floors
and Linoleums.
]. B. Mitchell & Son, Ltd.
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PLACE NAMES BEING CHANGED
-Uncle Esek'~ Wisdom (New Series).
Ask for FREE Catalogue
GAZE SEED COMPANY
A two'\'olume book "Newfoundland in 1842," written
b)' Sir Richard Bonnycastle was purchased recently by
"Wa)-farer" of the Daily Ne\\'S.
PHONE 4328410 WATER ST.
What the country wants the most just now is less
religion and more piety, less advice and more example,
less politics and more patriotism. and less pedigree and
morc pluck.
NEWFOUNDLAND STORY
A microfilm copy of "Bank's Journal" has recenUy
been sent to the archives of Canada, Ottawa, from the
South Australian branch of the RO)'al Geographical So-
det)·. This journal has never been published and contains
a record of Banks' visit to Newfoundland in 1766.
VEGETABLE &
FLOWER SEEDS
would have a meamng and sound that would fit them
into the delightful pattern established two centuries
or so ago. Many of the names which are most en-
chanting today are to be found on Cook's chart of
200 years ago and on earlier maps. In any event, the
Post Office should have some authentic body to go
to when postal addresses are to be altered. Besides
that. we ought to make sure that an artificial delicacy
does not cause us to throw good rugged names away
in favour of more refined labels. We still prefer
Turk's Gut to Marysvale and Famish Gut to Fair-
haven. Doubtless, however. the residents of the latter
place might ask objectors how they would like to
have their mail addressed to Famish Gut. For our
part, why n_o_" _
• LAWN SPRINKLERS
• GARDEN TOOLS
• FERTILIZERS
BIRD CAGES and SUPPLIES
of all kinds.
• flOWERING SHRUBS
• EVERGREENS
• SHADE TREES
• SPRING FLOWERING BULBS
Gladioli - Dahlias
lilies - Peonies, Etc.
By WAYFARER. in th~ Daily News
We suppose that when the Canadian Post Office
tak~ to itself the task of altering place names in
Ne..... foundland. local opinion is consulted. That, we
have bctn told, was done with the celebrated instance
of the conversion of Flat Islands, Placentia Bay. into
Port Elizabeth Our objection at the time was based
upon two points. One was that no official public
notice of the change was made and the other was that
there had been no consultation of local authorities
about the new name. We see now by an item in the
News that thirteen other changes have been made in
postal addresses since Confederation.
It is Quite possible that in all such instances there
was some consultation with people in the places con-
cerned. But whether or not this was the case, few
of the new nflmes indicate the exercise of either his-
torical association or imagination. The change of
Bdl hland Mines to Wabana is logical. In fact,
Wabana was the original name of the area. It is. we
bt lieve, Micmac in origin although how the Micmacs
came to be associated with Bell Island is another
matter. And since we have too many islands called
Flat. so long as the people agree, we suppose the
change to Port Eliabeth is appropriate to the year in
which a new Elizabeth came to the throne.
On grounds of euphony. nobody could complain
about the substitution of Duntara fClf" one of the
i~land's superfluous Broad coves. But why Duntara?
A soft, channing name that trips easily off the tongue
but what is its association with Bonavista Bay? There
are numerous Freshwaters but is Parsonsville. a
dreadfully artificial combination, a good substitute
for the Freshwater distrcit of Bell Island and of what
benefit to the Post Office can it be to change Hare
Bay in Fogo to another repetitive name, Deep Bay?
Surely, in this area where much of our settled
colonial history was written. a name having some
historical sginificance might have bf-en more approp-
riate.
The Post office has changed Mussel's Pond to
O'Donnell's and New Harbour in Hermitage has be-
come Parson's Harbour. We assume both the new
names have local associations of a personal nature,
but they add nothing to the remarks and colour that
every visitor has found in the place names of New-
foundland. Do we have less imagination than the
early pioneers? It seems that way.
The change of Regina to Reginaville has nothing
to recomm~d it. To convert St. Theresa's into St.
Teresa is possibly a matter of correcting the spelling.
Dover is easier to say than Wellington but we like
Wreck Cove better than Tib1x>'s Hill although this
I"It:w name has something oddly attractive about it.
Sound Island has been changed to Gard~ Cove
because the island has been evacuated and its people
now reside at Garden Cove on the mainland. There
i~ no comment to be made on that. We can see
nothing. however. that North River gains by becoming
North Valley nor is th~ other comment to be made
on the change of Parker's Cove to Burn's Cove.
It seems to us that the Government ought to
appoint a new nomenclature committee or else the
task of selecting place names should be entrusted to
the Newfoundland Historical Society. This would
b(' a certain method of making sure that new names
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Addenda on Ch rysler's Field
(Continu~d from Sept~mbn" Q'18rt~rly)
(November 11, 1813)
At the time I colle<'ted for the
September number the material
on the aboVe conflict. I had no
real evidence of the presence of
the Newfoundland Rgiment around
thal area. barring the four of-
ficers.
These officers are readily identl-
lield, as lhey took a prominent
part. FOr examples, Caplain
Skinner: "transport and marine
under his charge", Captain Bulger;
"In charge of Newfoundlanders
when serving as marines".
Now the forces assembled for
Chrysler's Field came down from
Kingston and neighbourhood in
armed schooners, gun·boats, and
bateaux. Thus in the dispakh of
the enemy's Genenl Boyd, after
his defeat, it is said "The Corps
of the enemy from Kingston which
followed me, hung on my rear...
They deserve credit (or their zeal
and intelligence", (Niles Weeki)'
Refilter, Dec. t, 1813),
Let us look then at the move·
ments and assignments of the
Regiment around Kingston. The
original materials are found in
Brigadier General E. A. Cruik-
shank's, "Documentary Hislory of
the War of 1812", "The Collections
of the Michigan Pioneer and Ills·
torleal Sociely", and "The Lundy
Lane IIIslorleal Society."
Point Frederick.
16th,Jan.,18i3.
Captain A. Gray,
To; Col. John Vincent,
Sir;-
1 commenced my inspection with
the Royal George by first ordering
the crew to be turned out and
mustered, which consisted 15 fol·
lows:-
Ships company including officers 80
Detachment o( the Newfound-
land Reiiment acting as
Marinel Z2
I ne'(t proceeded to inspec:t the
Moira and found her;-
Ships company including officers 3S
Detachment of the Newfound-
land Regiment acting as
Marines .. .16
etc., etc., (data other vessels).
Quebec,
16th, March, 1813
Sir George Prevost,
To; Earl Bathurst,
. and the marine detach-
ment of the Royal Newfoundland
Regiment, for the defence of the
shipping and dockyard al that port
(Kingston) until the Naval means
of defending Upper Canada have
arrived from England".
General Orders,
Kingston Headquarters,
17th, June, 1813
"All detachments and soldiers
belonging to regiments above
Kingston are 10 be aUached to the
Royal Newfoundland Regiment
unless an officer of their corps is
present in the garrison."
Edward Baynes,
Adjutant General.
General Orders,
Headquarters, Kingston,
10th, July, 1813
"Every effective N.C.O. and rank
and file of the Royal Newfoundland
Regiment is to be held in readi-
ness to embark on board of His
Majesty's Ships on the lakes to
serve as marines. The men com-
prising the same company are to
embark on board the same vessel
with their proper officers, a Cap·
tain to command on board the
WoUe and Royal George",
General Orders,
Headquarters, Kingslon,
24 July, 1813
"Every effective man of the
Royal Newfoundland Regiment with
a proportion of oUicers, sergeants
and drummers are to be embarked
on board the vessels on the lakes."
General Orders,
Kingston,
26th July, 1813
''The Royal Newfoundland Regi-
ment will furnish the detachment
for the other vessels, the Mel-
ville ... Moira, Sir Sidney Smith
and Beresford".
(II may be asked why detach-
ments of the regiment around
Kingston were suddenly, it seems,
transferred to the Royal Navy, as
indicated above. William Wood in
"Documentary IIlstory of War of
1812" (a publication of the Cham-
plain Society), supplies an answer
when he says;-
::l;~~~i~~~~f~~t~t~~;~
for rome Dundee by
Keiner
of Scotland (imported)
MAKrIS 01 QUAlifY fOOOS S1NCf 17'T
Earle Sons &Co.,
Limited
Newfoundland's foremost
distributors of Fine Foods.
The brig "Trusty," Captain Cyrus Taylor, in the 80's.
"The Provincial Marine was a
little Canadian Navy, a hybrid
force Nothing effective was
ever done till the Navy took
charge on the Lakes ... It is
interesting to observe what the
memoralizing members of the
Newfoundland Regiment have to
say about tbe Provincial Marines:
"Tbat Memorialists have labour-
ed under many disadvantages
and inconveniences in having
been obliged to serve in a de-
partment tbey were totally un·
acquainted with"
an~ Wood's adds dryly:-("The
reports of this Colonial Navy are
well worth reading").
Major General De Rottenberg,
To: Col. Baynes,
12 Mile Creek,
14th July, 1813
Sir:-
"The light company of the New-
foundland Regiment left. . long
ago as an escort to the prisoners
taken at Stoney Crek, and I trust
ere this they have arrived at Kings·
ton".
(As a matter of information it
may be added that the "light Com-
pany" was the elite of every then
regiment).
LeCt Division orders,
Kingston,
25th July, 1813
"Captain Winter of the Royal
Newfoundland Regiment is appoint-
ed to take command of the Gan-
anoque Station. One company of
the Voltigeurs and a detachment
of the Glengary Light Infantry are
added to the troops already there".
(Captain E. F. Davis, originally
an officer in the Newfoundland
Regiment, and who helped to pre-
pare the casualty list the day after
Chrysler's Field, lists the Volti-
geurs as having a number, about
13, among total British casualties).
(We may say here too that Cap-
tain Winter and Lieut. Stewart oC
the regiment were wounded on
May 27th in the great struggle
around Fort Gcorge, (European
Magazine and London Review, Sept.
1813) and the main body of the
regiment suffered heavily, the facts
of which will be related later).
Left Division Orders,
Kingston,
August 7,1813
"Major Heathcote will hold all
the disposable oCCicers and men of
the Royal Newfoundland Regiment
in readiness to embark Cor Gan-
anoque at an hour's notice".
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As to the distances oC the places
mentioned above in relation to
Kingston and oC their importance,
we read:-
January 19, 1813
Lieu!. Col. Bruyeres,
Kingston,
To: Gov. Prevost.
Sir:-
1 arrived. at Kingston about
24 miles from the River Gan-
anoque. 1 have been Cully occupied
in minutely examining this
important place. It will be reo
quisite to send officers and sailors
for the whole of this Flotilla: that
each vessel mllY be well manned
and have good oficers.. To erect
another Block House on Polot
Frederick which will effectually
protect the Dock Yard" (Wood Vol.
2, pages 64-68 and Arch. c. 387 p.
21st July, 1913
His Majesty's Ship WolCe,
at Kingston,
From: Commodore James Yeo,
To: Gov. Prevost.
Sir:-
"I have the honor to submit to
your Excellency a scheme for a
tlotilla of gun-boats on the river
St. Lawrence to pIotect the sup-
plies coming up from Quebec and
Montreal to this place. I would
divide them into three divisions
the third to be constantly sta-
tioned at Gananoque to cruise
about the islands".
(While these references and of-
ficial orders show nothing direct
on the presence of the Regiment
on the St. Lawrence near Chrysl-
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er's Field in November 1813, there
can be no doubt that the naval
forces protecting the army on the
rival banks were mainly of the
Newfoundland Regiment and that
Captains Skinner, Davis, Bulger
and Hierliegh, mentioned in dis-
patches and receiving medals Cor
Chryslers Field were in command
of a body of the regiment on that
memorable day of November 11,
1813).
----
New Seott's Catalogue
The 1954 edition of SCott's
Standard P'lstage Stamp Catalogue,
Vol. II has been released by Scott
Publication,;, IIlC., 1 W 47th St. N.Y.
It illustrates, lists, describes and
prices all stamps of the world ex-
cept those of the Western Hem-
isphere and the British Common-
wealth of Nations, which are treat-
ed in Vol. I, released last month.
Although changes have been made
lhroughout the book, the most ex-
tensive revisions are in the Italian
States. It costs $5.
U. N. Price List
An attractive price list of all
stamps issued since 1951, giving
all necessary philatelic details
about each issue, has been re-
leased for free distribution by the
United Nations Postal Administra-
tion.
Then there was thc sailor who
wrote a letter and printed on the
envelope "Il not delivered in live
days, try like hell on the sixth".
New Improved Old English Wax
Spreads Smoother-Dries Srighter!
OLD ENGLISH is a full bodied wax that
getS Roors gleaming bright wilhoUi any
rubbing or buffing. Yes, high-quality
OL') ENGLISH actually bo/ishes ilse/f to
a shiny brightn~.;s that stallds up under
hardest wear. There is no liner floor wax!
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OLD BOATS
By H. M RIVE
They lie as far up on the shore
That waves do not disturb their
rest,
Or ever reach, to kiss the keels
That once rode proudly on each
crest.
Stripped of their ~ails, the naked
spars,
Uke lifeless limbs lie o'er the sides
Of thOM! old boats, now safe at last
From storm and sea and treach'r·
ous tides
The swinging shrouds. once laut
and tarred,
Thai sang so shrilly in the gale,
Hang silent now from leaning
masts,
And give the winds no answering
wail.
Unkempt, unwanted, useless now,
Their crumbling hulks beyond reo
pair,
They lie, half buried in the sand,
And, quite forgonen, slumber there.
TilE NEWFOUNDLAND QUA!tTEP-LY
YOU CAN'T BUY
FINER FLOOR WAX
"I::
II" .
The "To~gh-Weatiltg"Wox with the SUPER·SHINE )1.
"t~ ~ftd.tis .~< ~~~
NO Ru••TN~""" flOOR WAX ~~
.'n,·j,·" 'b'hi'iSiii ",.! e..ii'''#l''hl.i+'b·l.li-
Trade supplied by
ii'iiiliiiii'ii'ii"ii'iiii""'iitilj'i1i11!'iiil"iiQ'i1"i/
GERALD S. DOYLE
~
Mr. H. l\I, Spencer Lewin, vice-president and general
manager of Bowter's Newfoundland Pulp and Paper Mills,
Ltd., in the pr('sence of Premier J. R. Smallwood and Dr.
F. W. Rowe rccently signed the transfer back to the peo-
ple of Newfoundland of a 6 ~quare mile ;lrea in the Big
Falls district which will be developed as a National Park.
Fair maiden, dry those tears;
Let sorrow not your gentle heart dismay.
Keep faith, and courage have along the way.
And life's perplexities will fast dissolve into a better day.
You must be stellufnst and ne'er cease 10 pray.
-DORIS V. HENNIE.
In our December issue we print-
ed a picture of i"ort Amherst as
il is today, Here is a picture of
il taken before the vandalism of
bureaucracy laid its destroying
hands on this historic link with the
past, In the work of restoration
which is to be done, thanks to the
Nfld Historical Society and other
interested citizens. it is to be hop-
ed the part that has been removed
will be replaced and the building
restored to its origilUll appearance
While door and window openings
had been boarded up local vandals
ha\'e again broken in, and those
responsible should see to it that 00
further deterioration takes place
until the work: of restoration can be
done.
THE TAX COllECTORS 111ercislinJe
('If their mo<!ern successors' ruthless urbanin' in
thne 161h cenlUry Dutch tax collectors from
a painting by Marin us van Reymcrs .....aele
known as "The E»cisemen". Ruthlessness.
res; for the ~a(hering in of hard cash was art
[0 he a dan~erous proceeding. Urban it)' was to
come with anonymit}'.
A hatful of coins on aUlhorit(5 table rer.1inds us
nowAdars mort: of a bank coumt:r and of rhost:
little brown parer ba].:s in which coins art:packt:d.
And paper bags- be rhe)' carrier ba~s, ve~t:lablt:
ba,c.s. or spe<iall}' construcred bags for hr~it:nic
food handlinj.;-are as much pan of modern lift:
a' the aloof manner of modern taxation. Man}'
milliom of p<tper bags are sold evt:f}' rear by
Bo....;i1ersand rhis is jusr one of the w3}'sin which
tht:ir P3(ka!!in!! Division makes papt:r serve
modern life. Paper forcommt:fce, art or industry
is the business of the Bo....ater Organization.
Bowaters
An ;'lter,,,,ri,,,,.zl IJr/!.tl11i:'Jt;oll m'll/Ill p.lfkr, bIrd and p.ulaXillg
mattri"b ,h"t amUI,. lIN 1/udJ oj ImiIlJ!f") ,mJ (,.,ide rhrM!!.mJllf lIN lIorld
Issued by Bowarer's r\e....foundland Pulp & Paper Mills Limitel!' Comer Brook, Province of Newfoundland
A mernher 01 the- Ilo\\at('r Or~anization
Canada Greal Briuin United St.tes oj Amer;u t\u~u.lia South Afrin Eire' Norway Sweden
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for cvery weighing need.
WALDEGRAVE ST.
Factory and Showrooms:
ST. JOHN'S26 PLYMOUTH ROAD
F. E. BEST & CO.
On landing, Skipper John was met by the owner to
whom he reported how he had struck the main patch: also
how they sailed the vessel out of the ice jam.
When Allred came ashore the ')wner met him and
.~aid: "Well, young fellow, you are the one who would blow
the spars out of my ship, eh! Alfred said: "Well, sir, it
was better than being crushed in the ice or driven on a
lee shore."
The owner, who was quite pleased with the young
men, said: "I like your spiril, boy, and I want you to look
at that new vessel being built in the shipyard, She will be
ready lor launching in a few days, and I want you to take
command of her."
Well, in a short time a fine new ship lay at the fitting
wharr and Alfred took command and prosecuted the seal
fishery lor many years, and he always brought in a full
load. Thus the dream that wasn't a dream became the
means for a successful voyage and a stepping-tone to AI·
fred's promotion, and it was some years later that his
father learned of the trick that had been played upon him,
but as the voyage had turned out so well he could only
laugh it off ..... ith the rest of the crew.
We carry a full line of
GENERAL HARDWARE
KITCHEN CHROME SETS
FLOOR CANVAS
•
"KOCH" REFRIGERATED COUNTERS
SELF - SERVICE FROZEN FOOD
AND DISPLAY CASES,
Walk· in Boxes - Doors - Hardwllrc - Electric
\1Cllt Saws - Choppers - Steak "'[achines
and Slicers.
THE SCALE, SHOP
Distributors of the largest and most complete
line of Commercial Hefrigerators in Canada.
SCALES
A Weaver of Dreams,
By ALBATROSS
It had been a long, cold winter and the coast had been
lJlocked with drift ice for many weeks, but in the mean·
time the sailing [Ieet that prosecuted the seal fishery was
busy preparing for the spring hunt.
One of the ships was commanded by Skipper John,
whose son, Alfred, was sailing as second officer or mate,
and he, being of a studious nature, had been keeping a
daily record of winds and weather for many weeks, and
had his mind made up that the "main patch" would be
somewhere off the East Coast or thai part of Newfoundland
llorth of While Bay, but try as he would, he could not
convince his father, Skipper John, of this.
However, sailing time came, and a channel was cut
through the harbour ice and the fleet set sail, and Skipper
John set his course to the East of the Funk Islands, where
he maintained the main patch would be,
Some time after they were out of sight of land a
storm came up and the ship was "hove to:' riding it out.
The skipper and his Master Watches were seated around
the cabin bogie discussing many things, and as our Skip·
per was of a superstitious nature as well as a very relig·
ious man, he claimed he was a great believer in dreams,
lmd to prove this point he quoted from the Good Book,
which staled clearly, "old men should .c;ee visions and
young men dream dreams."
Listening to this discussion, Alfred got an idea, so
he pretended to be tired and decided to "turn in," and
\las soon snoring as if sound asleep. 1'hen he began talk·
ing in his sleep, and kept shouting, "Away into the North·
West, thousands of seals."
Hearing this, Skipper John held up his hand for silo
ence, and all the time Alfred kept on shouting "Away in
the North-West, thousands of whitecoats." Skipper John
asked the Master Watches what they thought of it, and
one of them remarked:
"Well, if you believe in dreams, why don't you follow
it up?"
Skipper John decided that he would
The next morning, the wind having moderated, he
set his course to the north-west, and after a few days ran
into the ice again, and shortly afterwards the lookout shout-
ed from the Crow's Nest that he saw what appeared to be
the main patch of seals. Skipper John grabbed his telescope
and ran up to the mainmast head and soon came back with
the news thai it was the main herd, and he gave orders
to head for it, and in a short time the shout came "All
hands overboard." In a few days the vessel was loaded to
the combings with prime young whitecoats.
Just as they were ready to sail for home a gale sprang
up from the East and they found themselves jammed in
light. Skipper John came to Alfred and said: "Well, son,
)'ou dreamed us into this; now, you can dream us out of
it?"
Alfred said: "Well, I'd crowd on every stitch of sail,
even if I blew the spars out of her, Skipper John replied:
';\Vell, son, go to it."
Every sail was accordingly set and it wasn't long be·
fore the vessel started to move, and in a few hours she
\\as out in clear water and headed for home, where, in II
few days, they arrived with all flags flying.
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"'holesale and Retail
W. J. ~ruRPHY, LTD.
DOLLY'S
COFFEE SHOPPE
Light Lunches-Hot Dogs.
Cigarettes-Chocolates
Soft Drinks
108 Water Street
WANTED
a copy 01
PROWSE'S HISTORY
OF NEWFOUNDLAND
Write 10:
P.O. Box E-5419 S1. John's
Grocer;es--Conlec:tionel')"
and Tobacro
'Phone 2761 284 LeMarchant Rd.
SI. Johns
51. John's.
FOR SALE
A Constan: Reminder of )'our
dl.SCflminaling good taste-.a sub-
scription to tht'
Brownw Henex Camera
with Fla~h Attachment
Price. $15.00.
'Phone e·0186 or write to
NEWFOUl\DLAND
QUARTERLY
51.00 :l ~l:ar post paid.
P.O. Box E·5419 51. John's.
P.O Box E-MI9
SUBSCRIIlE TO
NEWFOUNDLAND
QUARTERLY
It's loaded with facts about
!Iocwloundland.
S1.(IO a )"car.
P.O. Box E·MI9
65 Duck.....orth 51.
Pro\'isions and Groceries
Dial 8-0197
TILDE:\' RENT-A-CAR
SEIlVICE
News Car1l with Hadios
Dealer in
Provisions Jilnd Groceries
R. J. WILLIAMS
would be interested in hearing
lrom anyone with Old Diaries or
Manu.;;cripls dealin.l]: with early life
in Newfoundland. Write to:
1'.0 Box £-5419
51. John's Newfoundland
Telephones
5136 and 5137 200 Pleasant St.
PATRONIZE YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD STORE
AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE
48 TilE: NEWFQUl\jDLANJ) QUARTERLY
THE POSTMAN KNOCKS PROFESSIONAL CARDS
From "'ewfoundland:
"Please find endosed cheque . with all best
wbhes for great suct'e~ with )'Our splendid mazazine."
-E. E. R
"Enclosed )"OU will find a list of subscribers and
Money Order for $17.00 If it is satisfactory to
you W£ Would like SOffit' of the books offered as prizes."
-5. R. PRINCIPAL
~'rom Nova Seolia:
I think that every NeWfoundlander away
From hOllle should have a copy (of the Quarterly) .
While reading it I could almost smell the salt water
and fish. wishing you the best of success in pub.
li..,hing your fine paper:' -Mrs. W. E. P.
From NEAC, Pcpperrell:
. I found this a very interesting book (the
Quarterly) and most appropriate for the Christmas
S(':lS{lfl of 1953." -J. CMcC. (COLONEL).
Frum Ontario:
"I was very pleased to receive the Christmas
(dition of the Quarterl)', I was most interested in
!'re"'ident Gushue's Message as well as the write-up
on Memorial Unin'rsity, Several of the F'aculty mem-
b<>n; are known to me by name and it was good to
ha\'t' some idea of the progress which the Institution
has made in recent )'ears. As a matter of interest, it
happens to be the only Unh'ersity in all the Atlantic
province; which otrers eourses in Geography."
-N. L. N., Ph.D.
To the Contributing Editor re his articles "When
Newfoundland Helped to save Canada'"
"The amount of research must have been tre-
mendous. and onl)' a person with unexcelled tenacit}
could have made the dead to speak as you have done
And we are proud of you:'
PINSENT and AllAl\1S
Barristers and Solicitors
Royal Bank Chambers St. John's
LEE & MARTIN
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
203 Water St. P. O. Box 173 St. John's
SQUIRES, SAUNDERS & CAREW
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, NOTARJES
198 Water Street St. John's
HUNT, EMERSON, STIRLING & HIGGINS I
Barristers, Solicifors, Nofaries
283 Duckworth St. St. John's.
.\tERCER & MIFFLlN
Barristers and Solicitors
TELEPHONE 4031
465 Duckworth Street St. John's, Nfld.
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COLDSP T
SPACEMASTER REFRIGERATORS
New 1954 COLDSPOT
with push button Thermo-Defrost
9.4 cu. ft.
369.95
CASH
$10 DOWN
PHONE
5011
5014
Big family size COLDSPOT gives you push
button defrOding_lets you slore 40 Ibs.
of frozen foods in large freezer chest.
Hondi·Bin holds over % bushel of fruits,
vegetgbles-keeps them firm ond flovor-
ful. Butter-Regdy hos own diot for temper-
Jture control ..• other PLUS feotures
noke this COlDSPOT outstanding volue.
You'll enjoy shopping at
SIMPSONS-SEARS LTD.
J70 Water St. St. John's
5 year Protection Pion plus Simpson-
Sears own guarantee: Satisfaction or
Money Refunded.
Only Simp:.ons·Seors sells the
1954 line of COlDSPOTS.
Co Smart s'yl ng-attroctive color-
tone interior.
SEE THEM TO-DAY 1
All COlDSPOTS feature
~ Top· to - f1cor storoge - means
more rerrigerated copacity.
G Full-widh .reezer - extra large
10 let you buy more, store mare,
sove more.
fully A • THERMO-OEf
does the entire job of defrosti 91
No .. • 10 push no I to WClkh
no pan, to empty TlMnno-Defrod dOfl all
.h. worll: 'or you~
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SEll I
DOUBLE ASSURANCE ...
Here is your opportunity to find
out about the fine careers now opeD
in the Royal Canadian Navy.
Our Navy wants more fit young
Canadians of good character and
education. You should be aged 17 to 25
(or 29 for some specialist categories).
Find out how you can become
a sailor in the RC.N.!
PROVINCE .. ···· .
CITY
de and pro\,ince) ....
EDUCATlON (b)" gra
AGE .
123 WATER STREET ST. JOHN'S P.O. BOX E516B
